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live performance reviews
possible fate). Though My Last Duchess was too
static to be a wholly successful opera, the polish
and beauty of the music was enough to make it
an enjoyable piece to encounter.

contributors
Leann Davis Alspaugh writes about the performing and visual arts. She is a regular
contributor to The New Criterion, among other publications, and blogs about art and
literature at www.orangetintedglasses.com
Benjamin Boretz has been composing most of his natural life, as well as writing and
exploring noncategorical expressive languages, in solo and collective episodes. His
youthful avidity as a reader about music, and a deep interest in community-making,
inspired (in 1955) the idea that led to the founding of Perspectives of New Music (with
Arthur Berger as co-editor) in 1961, and to the American Society of University Composers
in 1964. More recently, he has been part of the composers' collective Open Space (www.
the-open-space.org; founded with Elaine Barkin and J. K. Randall), producing CDs,
printbooks, scores, and a periodical (The Open Space Magazine), whose issue 12/13 was
released in 2011.
Justine F. Chen is a violinist, classically-trained dancer, and composer-librettist, who has
had numerous operas performed around America and Canada. She designed the music
curriculum at Pierrepont School in Connecticut, where she currently teaches.
Barry L. Cohen is a devotee of contemporary music in all its various manifestations.
After a career in publishing (Fairchild, Hearst, Curtis, Forbes), Barry founded New Music
Connoisseur 18 years ago, and until 2010 served as its Publisher and Editor-in-chief. He
studied music privately with Eric Ewazen and Adrian Carr and created original and realized
music in his own MIDI studio, including an original score for a 16-mm. film.
Anne Eisenberg covers new developments in science and technology for the column
“Novelties” that she writes for the Sunday business section of The New York Times.
Cornelia Foss (cover) is a painter who has studios in New York City and Bridgehampton,
N.Y. Her next show will be at the Peter Marcelle Gallery in Bridgehampton, the first three
weeks of May, 2013. Eugénie is one of her three granddaughters.
After teaching at Queens College for 45 years, Hubert Howe has finally retired, and he
now serves as Professor Emeritus.
In their 25 years together, Leonard J. Lehrman and Helene Williams have performed
over 500 concerts and reviewed hundreds more. This summer they were artists in
residence at the Halifax Summer Opera Workshop.
A proud upper West-Sider, Barry O'Neal continues to enjoy his retirement from the music
publishing business. His summer included visits to Tanglewood, the Bard Festival, the
celebration of granddaughter Kayleigh's fifth birthday and a family vacation in Maine.
Andrew Violette's new CD, Sonatas for Cello and Clarinet, which features Ben Capps,
Moran Katz and the composer at the piano, just came out on innova 832.
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ADULTERY BACK
IN THE DAY – TWO
ONE-ACT OPERAS

My Last Duchess, music by Theodore
Wiprud, libretto by Tom Dulack; The Clever
Mistress, music and libretto by Robert
Sirota; Leonard Nimoy Thalia Theater at
Symphony Space, New York, NY April 23,
2012 (repeated April 30)
By Barry O’Neal
The Cutting Edge New Music Festival concluded
its 2012 edition at Symphony Space by presenting two performances of a delightful double bill
of recent one-act operas by Theodore Wiprud
and Robert Sirota, both well-known figures in
New York musical circles. This valuable festival,
founded and presided over by composer Victoria
Bond, is now in its 15th year and has presented
over 30 world premieres and countless New York
premieres of music from throughout the world.
Ms. Bond’s programming approach is eclectic,
and if this program was typical, she has a knack
for putting together an evening that is both
stimulating and entertaining.
Though the operas in question were stylistically
diverse, they had several points in common. Both
were set in Italy, concerned unfaithful wives and
their fate and displayed an affection for earlier
musical styles. Mr. Wiprud imitated the madrigal
style of the 17th century and Mr. Sirota the style
of the late medieval period .
Mr. Wiprud’s opera, My Last Duchess (a world
premiere), written in 2010, was first up, and
had a libretto crafted by Tom Dulack (who
directed both operas) from poetry of Robert
Browning, using the poem of the same name
as a framework and source of some of the
actual lines. From Browning’s poem about the
unfaithful Duchess Lucrezia, Mr. Dulack’s libretto
imagines a more serious back story for the affair
that ultimately led to her demise. The story is
told by Alfonso, Duke of Ferrara, to Francesco,

the emissary of the Count of Pesaro, whose
daughter, Barbara, is to marry Alfonso. As it
turns out, Francesco had been the previous
Duchess Lucrezia’s lover. As the two men admire
the portrait of Lucrezia, it comes to life, and
she and Francesco recall their affair, and sing of
a love that will never die. The Duke, who now
knows what he had always suspected, begins
to reveal his jealousy to Francesco, and in such
a way that Francesco believes the Duke may in
fact have murdered Lucrezia. But since Francesco
can not be sure, he can not prevent Barbara’s
marriage to the Duke, despite misgivings about
her probable fate.
Mr. Wiprud begins My Last Duchess with a
vocal overture in the style of a madrigal with
some fetching cross relations, sung by the four
principals: baritone Mark Walters (Alfonso),
soprano Marie Thèrese Mattingly (Barbara), tenor
Nils Neubert (Francesco), and soprano Maeve
Höglund (Lucrezia). The opera, scored for string
ensemble with some delicate bell-like percussion
added from time to time, had a lovely archaic air
with touches of Barber, Ravel and the Debussy
of Pelléas et Melisande. While the arioso style
vocal writing seemed sensitive to the poetic, but
un-dramatic libretto, it was often difficult to understand the singers, each of whom nevertheless
produced lovely sounds. Mr. Walters was particularly hard to follow in the crucial role of Alfonso,
even with though the libretto was provided with
the program. The shaping of the 45-minute score
was expertly managed by conductor Victoria
Bond, but she could not bring much excitement
to the rather laid-back, wistful archaism of the
piece. The staging, which employed two female
dancers in checked comedia dell’arte garb
(one in domino black and white, the other in
multi-colored harlequin-style), to wave banners
and usher the entrances and exits, was simple
and effective given the limited stage space of the
Thalia. I particularly liked the use of the portrait
of the late duchess, dominating the stage, which
came to life when Lucrezia emerged to sing
the duet with her lover, Francesco, and behind
which Barbara moved at the end (suggesting her

Mr. Sirota’s opera, The Clever Mistress (a New
York premiere), written in 1988, was a complete
contrast. Based on a tale from The Decameron
by Giovanni Boccaccio, it was set about two hundred years earlier than My Last Duchess, this time
in Florence, and was a classic farce with an older
man and a priest being outwitted by a clever
young woman and her young lover. An older
merchant’s young wife (Rosa), longing for a more
passionate relationship, fixes her eye on a young
man (Prince Filippo). In order to get his attention
she uses a dim-witted monk, Father Baptista,
to act as a go-between, pretending that she
wishes to discourage the young man’s attention.
Thanks to the unsuspecting monk and the old
man’s business trip to Genoa, the lovers finally
get together. With Mr. Sirota himself in a richly
comic turn as Signor Domenichi, the destined-tobe-cuckolded older husband; the soprano Maeve
Höglund as an alternately demure and lusty
Rosa; the handsome tenor Brandon Snook as
the at-first surprised, but quickly attentive young
prince; and baritone Mark Walters, very amusing
as Father Baptista, the cast could hardly have
been better.
Mr. Sirota’s skill in setting this familiar tale was
in evidence throughout, and singers who had
been hard to understand in My Last Duchess,
were clearly understood in this comic caper. The
music, scored economically for four winds, two
brass, percussion, and three string players, was
crisp in a style reminiscent of Darius Milhaud in
such works as La Chemineé du Roi and the three
‘minute operas’, and the pastiche of medieval
and early renaissance styles (complete with piccolo and drum) was as witty as Mr. Sirota’s clever
libretto. Each of the lovers has a short, effective
aria, Rosa’s almost Puccinian in its ardor, and
the Prince’s cleverly employing medieval dance
rhythms. The opera ends with a short, charming
duet for the two happy lovers. At 35 minutes,
The Clever Mistress was almost too short. The
duet in particular could have gone on for another
minute or two without wearing out its welcome.
Once again, Victoria Bond presided over the
musical forces with precision and grace. The two
comedia dell’arte dancers were again employed
to suggest simple changes of scene with fabrics
and danced the props on and off the stage.
Though not of earth-shaking importance, this
program was a delightful end to this year’s
Cutting Edge New Music Festival, and a full
house seemed to enjoy it thoroughly. II
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THE BASSARIDS
RETURNS
Hans Werner Henze – Adagio, Fugue
and Maenads’ dance from The Bassarids,
Christoph von Dohnányi, conducting the New
York Philharmonic, Avery Fisher Hall, March
23, 2012 (with Schubert's Symphony No. 9)
By Barry O’Neal
By any calculation, Hans Werner Henze
(b. 1926) is one of the most distinguished
living composers, and the leading representative of the great German operatic and symphonic tradition. His general
absence from American concert programs
would be puzzling were it not for his notoriety as a political leftist and an out and
proud homosexual. To be sure he has had
partisans, among them Kurt Masur, who
conducted several Henze works during his
tenure with the New York Philharmonic,
and the late John Crosby, who presented
a string of American premieres of Henze
operas while he ran the Santa Fe Opera.
But it is still puzzling that only three of
his many operas have been staged in New
York, and only one by a professional company, The Young Lord (by the New York
City Opera). Elegy for Young Lovers has
been staged twice by the Juilliard School
and The English Cat, was performed by the
Manhattan School of Music.
We have Christoph von Dohnányi to thank
that Henze’s grandest large-scale opera,
The Bassarids, has at least been given a
concert performance in New York. In 1990,
during the time von Dohnányi was music
director of the Cleveland Orchestra, he
brought a concert version to Carnegie Hall.
Having conducted the world premiere of
the opera at the Salzburg Festival in 1966,
it was therefore a notable event when
he conducted three performances of the
orchestral suite the composer fashioned in
2004, at von Dohnányi’s request, with the
New York Philharmonic in March.
The Bassarids, composed to a subtle libretto
by W. H. Auden and Chester Kallman, is
a retelling of a play by Euripedes, The
Bacchae, that hinges on the conflict
between the Apollonian and Dionysian
views of life, as embodied by the ascetic
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King Pentheus of Argos and the hedonistic
God Dionysos. Henze designed the work as
a two-and-one-half hour symphony in one
act, but with a clear four-movement shape,
with the slow third movement interrupted
by a fantastical intermezzo. This structure
is apparent even in the thirty-minute orchestral suite that von Dohnányi conducted,
even though most of the music is derived
from the third movement of the opera.
The music of the orchestral suite and the
opera is scored in a style best described
as post-Bergian, for a very large orchestra
(four each of the winds, plus alto saxophone, 6/4/3/2 brass, two harps, two pianos,
celesta, huge percussion array and strings).
Henze’s music seeks to balance his love
of atonal harmony with a neo-classical
approach to traditional tonality, and he is a
master at integrating the two approaches.
In a sense his fondness for beautiful, even
voluptuous sounds and classical structure
is analogous to the conflict in the opera
between the Dionysian and the Apollonian.
The Philharmonic feasted on the rich
Mahler/Berg textures and the first chair
players, especially Philip Myers (horn) and
Carter Brey (cello), were exemplary. Von
Dohnányi knows this music thoroughly
and he had the orchestra conveying its
mercurial shifts with brilliance and feeling,
especially in the opening Adagio and the
chilling conclusion. Dohnányi is one of
the finest exponents of the Apollonian/
objectivist style of conducting, derived from
Toscanini and George Szell, and he had the
orchestra responding to his clear-eyed view
of this tempestuous score.
The voluptuous opening section, the
Adagio, is the most Lulu-like section of
the score, with many changes of texture
and prominent writing for saxophone and
piano. The Fugue is not a classical fugue by
any stretch of the imagination, but a richly
contrapuntal stew of ideas that explodes
with complexity and orchestral fireworks.
Eventually it settles down into a restless and
shadowy passage that gradually builds to a
wild and shattering climax. This explosion
subsides into a lightly scored and brooding
section featuring saxophone and oboe.
The Maenads’ Dance bursts forth with
predictably slashing chords over a ferocious
string tremolo. Here the shadow of Le Sacre
du Printemps is not far off, with battling
ostinati and pounding drums, but the

scoring has the richness that Henze derived
from Berg and Schoenberg along with
his fondness for brilliant brass outbursts
characteristic of his older contemporary
German colleague, Karl Amadeus Hartman.
Eventually the orchestral ruckus subsides
and the final section is mostly devoted to
an orchestral distillation of Pentheus’ final
aria, as he contemplates his death at the
hands of Dionysos’ followers. Against quiet
and somber string writing the solo horn
and cello give voice to the final thoughts
of the fearful King. A brief final outburst
represents the grisly dismemberment of
the King by the Bacchae, including his own
mother, Agave. The three movements made
a very exciting and satisfying orchestral
showpiece that was played thrillingly by the
Philharmonic. Some day one hopes to see
the whole wonderful opera staged in New
York. Unfortunately only the Metroplitan
Opera has the resources to put on a work
of this size and musical difficulty, and that
institution’s conservatism with regard to
repertoire makes that a remote possibility.
After the intermission, Dohnányi and
the Philharmonic gave a wonderful and
particularly clear-headed reading of the
Schubert Symphony No. 9 in C Major (“The
Great”), D. 944. This marvelous piece can,
as Schumann noted, seem of “heavenly
length,” when all the repeats called for
are taken, as here, and if the performance
lacks focus. Under Maestro Dohnányi
the tempos were brisk and the textures
carefully parsed. He did not fuss over the
high points and everything was presented
in proportion. The orchestra was with him
every step of the way and the march-like
second movement (Andante con moto) was
very touching without a maudlin moment.
The scherzo and finale were breathtaking,
precise and exuberant.
This was certainly one of the most satisfying New York Philharmonic concerts of the
season. Though the usual Friday afternoon
audience of people “of a certain age”
seemed small (many empty seats in the
orchestra), perhaps scared off by Henze’s
reputation as a Germanic modernist, the
upper balconies were enriched by the presence of many enthusiastic young people
from local high schools and prep schools.
They seemed to enjoy the concert as much
as I did. II
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changing partners:
CHANGING PARTNERS
This originally crafted word game requires the solver to go through the entire alphabet — twice. The words on the
left are purposely “misclued.” Find the two “partnered” letters that need to be replaced so that the clue matches
the word. To illustrate, we’ll tell you that OPAL should be changed to OPUS. To help you keep track, check off the
U and the S in the first- and second-letter alphabetic lists on the right. If every letter is struck out once then you
should be okay. When you have solved it all correctly the 26 letters in the dotted spaces on the right will spell out
the name of a noted musical organization.

ARCO

The A in SATB

ROOST

Illusory name for a Beethoven piano trio

STRODE
BRAKE

“___ Up the Band!”
Quite audible comment to a diva

RACY

‘___ Music’ of Ferry Bryan

OPAL

Musical work

BARACK

One of the founders of ethnomusicology

MORGUE
STANZAS

Where the words “Allahu Akbar” are intoned
What an Angolan musician earns

GAMIEST

Many would prefer a music concert to this

TOMMY

The late Trammps disco singer, ___ Ellis

MACHO

Dance in Bernstein’s West Side Story

COWHAND

He wrote Connotations for Orchestra, 1962

QUENCH
EFFORT

Kind of horn or suite
Arnold Schoenberg, in a product sense, say?

OCEAN

Carson Cooman’s instrument

LORIAN

One of the modes

BOLIAN

No fiddler he, but a warrior of sorts

REALISM
UNCLE

Craft an electronic work, perhaps
Andre Previn’s Honey and Rue, a song ___

JOSH

Elton ___ of Aida fame

SNEAKER

He is portrayed at start of Hary Janos Suite

BASSOS

They’re associated with bluegrass music

ACCENT
FEELER

Christmas music is often played at its start
Conductor Eve

INCIDENTAL

It might be a sharp, a flat or a natural
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What did Milton
mean by his
music?
How it looks now,
from here
By Benjamin Boretz
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Starting from impenetrable, beyond anywhere ever travelled, a cold sonic monolith,
way out beyond Webern, Varese, Cowell,
Cage, none of the ways in led in, experience
that disallowed experience, in 1953, the
Composition for Viola and Piano; in 1955, the
Three Compositions for Piano; in 1957, All
Set at the Brandeis Jazz Festival; by 1959, the
Compositions for Twelve and Four Instruments
– the latter at the first Princeton Seminar;
at the off-Broadway Nonagon Gallery, a
"composers' showcase" pairing of my old
Brandeis guru Harold Shapero's piano music
with some of Milton's; someone says, about
Milton, or, his pieces, I wasn't sure, "clean,
clear, and to the point" – the ways in when
they developed developed not via unmediated
sound like almost every other music in my life
(discounting the constant babel of propagandas which assuredly had their effect in
turning my ear on or off of whatever historic,
exotic, far-out wavelengths I could discover)
but via the appeal of a complex philosophical
rationale, a conceptual interpenetration being
materialized between the rivetingly deep new
thought in which I was most absorbed around
and outside of music, and the intransigently
pitiless multiform complexity of the music,
now spanning, by 1961, Partitions, Vision and
Prayer, Composition for Synthesizer. I could
hear the music because I could see the point.
Or at least a particular point, one I could infer
out of my own meta-intellectual rather than
music-intuitive perspective, more or less the
point that I wrote in my 1964 Nation article
explicitly about Milton, thoughts that started
from the intersection of his discourse with the
resonance of my own thought and reading,
and with the insistent electric charge of
listenings to his music. Milton was, of course,
mostly known and notorious for his invention
of previously unenvisaged compositional
devices, derived from previously unimagined modes of construal of traditional and
post-traditional pitch-structural music. And it
has been these devices and construals which
metastasized into the compositional/theoretic
world of musical intelligence and ingenuity
which evolved in his name, on his account,

and in his image. His solutions to problems of
structure and his invention of means of structuring became a rhizome of limitless invention
and an ideology of unlimited imaginativestructural possibility for a very powerfully
focused music-intellectual culture.
But: does the fact of structural preoccupation
entail an aesthetic of structural preoccupation? Does the fact of the pervasive presence
of transcendent formal ingenuity imply an
aesthetic of pure formal ingenuity? Is depth
of structure its own episteme? The depth I
experience in Beethoven is certainly a depth
of structure; everything is contained within,
manifested as, structure; but the particular
musical depth of those structural events does
not seem to be the output of an exclusive
preoccupation with structure in se; other,
equally deep structural moves would emanate
quite discrete musical depths. Is that perhaps
why the more we fathom the depths of
structure the closer we feel we're getting to
the depths of what motivates the structure,
the ontological determinant beyond the
structure "itself"?
If I as an intently listening music receiver
could not follow Milton's structures by
paths of motivation rather than paths of
data-configuration, or, rather, could not
motivate the paths of data by intuitions of a
meta-motivation, my mutual opacity with this
music signified to me not the absence of such
motivation but a limitation of my imaginative capacity to locate within my perceptual
resources a unique intuition, a truly newmusical mode of being which could not be
"musicalized" under any of the mental filters
of "modernity' – not the aesthetics of ugly,
brutal, or urban-industrial, not the strenuous
crucible of radically reinvented classicism, not
any of the super-, neo-, counter-, metaphysically idealized romanticisms, nor vivid theaters
of evocative imagery, nor even any of the
post-catastrophic militant inverted conventionalities of the assorted politicized serial insurgencies camping in the capitals of Europe,
on the streets of downtown Manhattan and
San Francisco, Berkeley, and assorted outlier
American university campuses. And not even
through Milton's own public-social interfaces; neither the revolutionary rethinking of
traditional musical issues in the languages and
contexts of contemporary rational discourse;
nor the new-invented world of prophetic
visionary cognitive compositional possibilities
materialized spectacularly in that amazing
series of writings through the unfolding of

which we all scarcely dared to exhale, up
through the time-point article in the first issue
of Perspectives. And especially not through
Milton's scintillating fulfillment of his public
role as superstar intellectual virtuoso or his
inner-circle personification as omniscient
all-worldly infallible guru – not even though
these self-creating theaters and worldrecreating prophecies were all and always
somehow relevant to the holistic composition
and performance of a total persona and
lifework radical in every detail beyond a fault
and – above all – utterly sui generis.
That the persona was radical, yes, totally; but
so too, hidden beneath his dazzle, was the
person. Radical because Milton's real commitment was not to his acted-out self-protective
image of radical rationality but to his real
strenuous invariant belief therein and practice
thereof, in every bit of music and discourse,
leaving nothing random or improvisational
or vaguely semicognized. Even to a cynical
fault, he was lucid and articulate as to the
distinction (he loved to report the story of
Stravinsky's bewilderment that a colleague
would interrogate his public discourse as if
it could possibly reflect his actual musical
thought). So, then, radical also as social
affect beyond public effect – regardless that
the fringe benefit of attaching notoriety
was always undoubtedly an anticipated and
desired payoff – but – much more profoundly
implicative for our culture-intellectualhistorical world – the radical social image
of an uncompromising aesthetic and ethical
collectivity, authentic in its aspiration toward
a lived and composed-out rationality. Radically
countercultural in precluding even the
temptation to fudge the rigors of musical or
discursive consistency for any extraneous gestures of comfort to assuage the thus-afflicted
or charges of gratuitous energy to titillate
the so-enervated. Because the motivation to
authenticity was itself authentic.
And so, at first, also predictably perceived by
"the world" as radically intransigent, antiartistically uningratiating, willfully insistent
on satisfying some coldblooded perception
of the needs of a project of work rather than
fulfilling the codified public-artist obligations to personify seriousness rather than
to be serious. As undercutting the common
understanding that everybody's elevated or
iconoclastic discourse could be permissibly
localized within categories well and epithetically defined by media, community, always

Milton Babbitt

So over my time
with Milton’s music,
what seemed initially
opaque in surface
and interior became
transparently
perceivable but
still, and crucially,
psychically
impenetrable.
well understood as Bourdieuian social code
easily dissolved as emblematic self-promoting
p.r.. Challenge in that epithetical vocabulary
is coded imagery too; not to be attempted as
a reality of practice. But, in the world, at first,
and for quite a while, Milton-and-his-work
(always taken together as a unity), were, in
the worst possible way, really experienced
as actually challenging, challenging-for-real,
frustrating – at first – the world's accustomed
ways of rising to anything perceived as a
musical challenge: first to dismiss it, then to
isolate it as an ideological (stylistic, affective)
stereotype, then, finally (if it fails to disappear) to classicize it into concert-repertorial or
classroom-canonical harmlessness.
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But whatever the evolution of Milton's music
with respect to, and within, the world's ear,
however much it was bent or bent itself to
convenient accessibility for those who studied
and composed scores to a rich and expansive
landscape of structural readings and revealings, or to more comfortable auditory assimilation via the parallel bridges of electronic
music and electrifyingly virtuoso performances
by spectacular young players, or to the conciliation of ever more cute, ever so sophisticated
(but always designably rigorous in esoteric
structure-referential terms), punny piece-titles;
and even as its own natural inner musical
development expanded its textural surfaces
and ranges to overlap more congenially with
modes of musical affect (the bubbliness of
Phonemena, the lyricism of Around the Horn,
are as internally indigenous to the musical
self-enclosure as are the bristling edges of
abruption of the First Piano Concerto or the
pure ontologies of dynamic-textural being of
Relata I), the rigorous foreclosure of specious
invitations to intimacy or interpenetration is
always firmly locked in. And increasingly for
me, becomes an indigenous property, a positive value, rather than a frustrating perversity,
of Milton's aesthetic identity.
So over my time with Milton's music, what
seemed initially opaque in surface and interior
became transparently perceivable but still,
and crucially, psychically impenetrable. What
powerfully engaged me was that it materialized in principle a remarkable fulfillment in
the purest form imaginable of what I had
grown to most value in the music I most valued; a demonstrable ideality of compositional
aspiration realized. But its reality, in fully immersed experiential embrace, just wasn't that;
it was never that, but something else entirely,
far more peculiar and far beyond remarkable:
music that always interacted with you at your
ear but never within it, within your mind but
never within its being or yours. Ontologized
itself but didn't energize anything. Leaving
you strangely untouched but, precisely in
that, profoundly affected. For being, as being,
seemed to be at all times its matter, to be
what Milton meant by it; being-as-itself,
being-as-such.
It's obvious that my almost lifetime relation to
Milton was complicated, or at least not usual.
We were, primarily and enduringly, friends;
we spent a lot of time together from the late
fifties through the '70s listening to music and
even traveling together for various professional-appearing reasons in America and Europe.
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Milton was one of the first colleagues outside
of Brandeis to whom I spoke about the idea
that became Perspectives; and his enthusiasm
and support were immediate and unwavering. Part of the complication stems from how
we first met, within the Brandeis graduate
music school community, an environment
that had its own strenuous music-intellectual
dialogue (it was a Boulangerie on the brink
of a Great Leap Forward, in which Milton
was a naturalized citizen, whose revelatory
idea-talk was universally and raptly absorbed
and earnestly debated by students and elder
colleagues like Arthur Berger and Harold
Shapero). We were all coming from someplace, going somewhere; Milton was our
indispensable companion, not our deity – but
not our diabolus in musica either, not in the
least (and neither were John Cage, Karlheinz
Stockhausen, or Pierre Boulez, even though
their presences were more peripheral because
they weren't literally there).
So while Milton's profundities of technical
and structural invention and insight primarily
ontologize his presence in our musical world
and our compositional history, for me they
are inseparable in his work from the aesthetic
qualities I have been describing, his means
to those ends. It's that total synergy of those
qualities with the unique systems of their
delivery that gives Milton's musical presence
in my musical world its transcendent meaning
and value. And although I am asserting
those qualities, that aesthetic sensibility, as
indispensable to the being and character
of his music, I can hardly fail to notice that
they are rarely what is addressed or admired
about Milton's work among serious musical
thinkers; or what inspires widespread creative
emulation among the composers who most
seriously reanimate and extend his ideas; all
of the abundant and diverse Babbitt-inspired
compositional action I know of is inspired by
the structural procedures he invented, but
uses and expands them for aesthetic-musical
purposes which relate to his mainly by contradistinction (something similar is, perhaps,
true in the case of John Cage, whose cultural
presence may also be symbolic and procedural
rather than creatively central – but this isn't
something I've thought enough about to
dwell on). It is, of course, a particular strength
of Milton's inventions that they abstract so
fruitfully as universally sharable and creatively
reinterpretable precepts rather than harden
as exclusively personal idiosyncrasies (such as
as Milton attributed to Bartók in his amazing
1949 article on the six quartets), that their

compositional applications are so completely
independent of literal reflection of their
source musics.
But what I also see is that Milton, with much
consciousness, at least early on, meant by
means of these radical inventions and reformulations to assert, and fervently advocate,
a radical new artistic creed, an aesthetic and
an ethos for and within composition, as a
purpose and indispensable consequence of
what he was inventing and discovering and
composing at the same time. An aesthetic, in
the sense that it ontologizes the being of his
music; but also an ethos, in that it materializes a personal commitment to a mode of being
whose primary principle is that personal identity is creative identity is intellectual identity
and that the specificity of this holistic identity
depends not only on its holism but on the
perfection of its inner consistency, its integrity,
its authenticity. A principled opposition to
uncritical ("irresponsible") contradictions between rhetoric (represented inauthentically as
serious philosophy) and practice, and a fierce
conviction of the higher aspiration of authentic and rigorous rational action and mind
in opposition to the undefinable and hence
essentially irresponsible and, well, low-grade
self-deluding and self-indulging messiness of
... all that vocabulary of expressive sensibility
that leaks uncritically from the unlovely body
of the music of loose ends, irrational preoccupations, irrelevant gestures, unrigorous
structures which pretend more than deliver.1
A music, consequently, whose issues are simply, starkly different: a music not radical for its
time – it's not at all about the issue of being
radical for its time – but radical in principle,
propounding an ontological radicalism in its
concealment, beneath the appearance and
certifiable identifiability as "music", a radically
distinct set of dimensionalities, a replacement
of the normal space of music-experiential
dimensionality with a new space: music not
cold but in which temperature is simply not
a dimension; music not hard to learn, just
imperturbably undidactic, neither frontally
challenging nor particularly inviting study or
understanding or discursive explication; also
not being itself perturbable or permeable
nor essaying to perturb or permeate, but
inscribing its existential trajectory as its own
self-defined time-cycle, time-trajectories to
be exhibited not inhabited, music emerging
beyond the space of its performance with a
trace in memory more like an untrace, a trace
that doesn't remind you of what a trace of
anything else ever felt like.

It would however be radically wrong to
convict Milton's music as not having any inner
sensibility, any soul; though there is for sure
music, sometimes terribly aggressive music,
which violently or coldly articulates either
spiritually or dramatically, an aesthetic of
soullessness. But that aggression is completely
absent from Milton's work; it lives in an
alternative universe, not a counter-normaluniverse; it's as indifferent to "ugly" as it is
to "beautiful". That is its inner sensibility.
Expressive predicates that conventionally
apply (like Nelson Goodman's "sad", of
paintings) simply don't live on this planet of
Milton. Nor are they always at the center of
every familiar act or concern of significant
human consciousness. For not every humanly
created phenomenon, not every phenomenon
of thought or artifactuation, engages or
must necessarily engage the issues of soul or
sensibility or psychic interpenetration. except,
of course, if it's "Art". But there are other
modes of conscious experience, other species
of interesting, meaningful, even crucial
life-defining issues which compel exploration
and composition. Such as discovering and
articulating the tangible results of rigorously
acted-out rationality in the composition
and sonic realization of musical totalities.
Totalities, for example, in which the energy
of rational being is the deep motivation of
structure and appearance. It's not the implacable recalcitrance of Milton's music which
is truly radical; nor is there an implacable
recalcitrant bone in his compositional mind or
musical body. It's that this once, for all time,
he changed the subject for music. It's what he
meant to do.

Jim Randall and Bob Morris are the only composers I know whose aesthetic and lifework
share a significant creative resonance with
Milton's, in the way that I interpret them; the
creative extensions of Milton's technical-compositional resources (and of quite different
views of his episteme) are famously immense
in scope and number, beyond any possible
depiction here: beginning perhaps with Don
Martino, Jim Randall and Godfrey Winham,
and extending most inventively through the
music and writing of Bob Morris and Joe
Dubiel – how outrageously reductive this is
you can infer from the entire contents of the
present book (see note below) and CD album,
which might suggest at least the qualitative range of this flourishing compositional
community. I suppose I count as an apostate,
despite my fervent protests to the contrary:
there is no aspect of my work which isn’t
colored deeply by Milton’s looming spectre.

"... unrigorous structures which pretend more
than deliver..."
A quintessential expression of this ethos is
Milton's 1950 review of two books by René
Leibowitz (The Collected Essays of Milton
Babbitt, ed. Steven Peles et al, pp.10-15.
Princeton and Oxford: Princeton University
Press, 2003).
[This essay slightly modified from a version
published in The Open Space Magazine/
Perspectives of New Music Special Issue:
Milton Babbitt / A Composers' Memorial
(OSM 14, 2012)]
II

two notes:
"... And although I am asserting those qualities, that aesthetic sensibility, as indispensable
to the being and character of his music, I
can hardly fail to notice that they are rarely
what is addressed or admired about Milton's
work among serious musical thinkers; all of
the abundant and diverse Babbitt-inspired
compositional action I know of is inspired
by the structural procedures he invented,
but uses and expands them for aestheticmusical purposes which relate to his mainly by
contradistinction ..."
1
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Connections:
Czech, French,
German, Russian
 American in
New York
By Leonard J. Lehrman,
with Helene Williams
In the first half of 2012, N.Y. City hosted
one stimulating program of 20th- & 21stcentury music after another, ranging
in influence from Czech to French to
German, Russian, and American.
The Nash Ensemble, with the diligent,
expressive baritone Wolfgang Holzmair,
brought The Music of Terezin to the 92nd
Street Y in several programs, ably curated
and annotated by Michael Beckerman. We
caught the one on Feb. 17, and were especially moved by Zigmund Schul's spooky
"Die Nicht-Gewesenen" (What Never
Were) and Ilse Weber's songs, particularly
"Ich Wandre durch Theresienstadt" – the
German name for Terezin, the Czech
transit camp where so many played and
sang their hearts out before their final trip
to Auschwitz. Both those composers, along
with almost all the others on the program,
including Gideon Klein, Adolf Strauss,
Carlo Sigmund Taube, Viktor Ullmann,
Hans Krása, Karel Svenk and Otto Skutecky,
all perished in 1944 or 1945.
Across town, the French influence was
predominant in Symphony Space's Gertrude
Stein Festival, beginning April 1 and
concluding May 5 with a "Wall to Wall"
that began with Debussy (whose sesquicentennial is being celebrated this year) and
ended with Ravel, in between touching on
Stravinsky, Poulenc, Milhaud, Thomson, and
Ned Rorem, who was on hand to make his
usual pronouncement that "Everything is
either French or German." A highlight was
baritone Robert Osborne's "Cabaret for
Gertrude," accompanied by pianist Richard
Gordon, in Gershwin, Cole Porter, Mischa
Spoliansky, and several rarities, including
the not-yet-published Franz Waxman
"La crise est finie" (1934) about greeting
the depression by simply taking off your
clothes. (Can't wait 'til it's published!)
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It recalled to us "Sweet Nudity" in Porter's
Nymph Errant – the next project of The
Prospect Theater, which brought us Iron
Curtain last fall and a staging of Adam
Guettel's song cycle, Myths and Hymns,
which we caught Feb. 24, just before it
closed two days later. The seven singer/
actor/dancers were directed with a "new
narrative" by Elizabeth Lucas, which
sought to concretize the struggles of
mythological figures like Hero, Leander,
Sisyphus, Saturn and Pegasus in modern
images of fundamentalist bigotry and
victimization. The musical settings and
performers certainly deserved the audience's warm applause, especially Linda
Balgord in "Awaiting You" and Anika
Larsen in "How Can I Lose You?"
Back to the French influence: John Heiss,
the featured composer in New England
Conservatory's "Mosaic" at Third Street
Music School Settlement Jan. 24, told how
Darius Milhaud had said to him: "Stop
thinking, just put it down." A highly respected authority on writing for his own
instrument, the flute, Heiss did not disappoint in the concert's concluding work, a
1971 quartet for flute, clarinet, cello and
piano. Tania Simonic conducted it here.
Another Heiss piece, Episode I (1981) for
violin and electronics, was charismatically
performed by Lynn Bechtold, who also
contributed her own violin-cello Duo Die
(2006) which she performed with Jennifer
DeVore. All the composers and performers
had some connection with NEC and were
present, except David Amram, whose
solo horn piece opened the concert. Erik
Lundborg's Colors (1996) for 4-hand piano
was the least recent, all the other pieces –
by Daniel Felsenfeld, Dan Cooper, Andrew
Rathbun, Geoffrey Kidde, Sara Hotzshue,
and Eleanor Cory – had been written, or
revised, within the last seven years. Cory's
settings of Dickinson, Wilbur, and her
own text were most effective, sung by
soprano Eleanor Taylor, accompanied by
Christopher Oldfather.

singer, accompanied by Hiromi Abe. It
was followed by the world premiere
of Peri Mauer's short but colorful,
spirited "Pixeliance" for flute, harp and
marimba, expertly performed by Mary
Barto, Ashley Jackson and Mike Truesdell.
Elliott Carter's setting of Baudelaire's "La
Musique," featuring soprano Tiffany Du
Mouchelle, a cappella, was also short but
expressive. Alto saxophonist Kat Maresco
and pianist Seann Branchfield concluded
the first half with Matt Weber's attractive
"Swing Sonata: Waltz Rondo." Clarinetist
Esther Lamneck stole the show with the
premiere of Dinu Ghezzo's plaintive but
also exciting, even ravishing, splendid last
composition, "Wild Flower," written for
her. Robert S. Cohen's "Ant's World," for
marimba four hands, received a spirited
performance by Simon Boyar and Crystal
Chu, the four movements ranging from
perpetuum mobile, to a tour de force
Prokofievish march, to creepy and low
("Dat Roach is a Heavy Load") and finally
noble and majestic ("It's Good to Serve
the Queen"). Du Mouchelle returned,
with pianist Marcia Eckert, for a vigorous performance of Nailah Nombeko's
Four Songs to Poems of William Blake.
The program concluded with Nataliya
Medvedovskaya's "The First Snow,"
performed by oboist Gregory Weissman,
bassoonist Leonard Hindell, violinist
Stanichka Dimitrova, and the composer
at the piano. The St. Petersburg native, in
New York since 2003, explained: "There
was not any snow in New York for a long
time. I missed it." The piece was charming
and picturesque, with disparate ideas
that developed interestingly, though
not into each other – sort of Gershwin
meets Stravinsky, with a Tchaikovskyan
esthetic. Medvedovskaya's father, Yefim
Medvedovskiy, whom I met at this concert, and later worked with as translator,
is an accomplished writer of very beautiful and thought-provoking poetry in
Russian, which she should really consider
setting to music.

A work by Debra Kaye, "Shades of Light,"
on four poems by Emily Dickinson,
opened the New York Composers Circle
concert in memory of Dinu Ghezzo,
at St. Mark’s-in-the-Bowery, Feb. 5.
Soprano Patricia Sonego was the graceful

Another Russian pianist/composer I met at
this concert, Nina Siniakova, was invited to
compose and premiere a piano work of hers,
which she did, at a Queens College "Concert
of (Mostly) Premieres" by Hubert Howe "and
Friends" on May 1. Detail-oriented and

yet expansive, her "Nocturne" preceded
Howe's own electronic "19-tone Clusters,"
which was the highlight of the evening,
breathtakingly inhabited and danced by
Linda Past. Other friends included Raoul
Pleskow, represented by his Music for Four
Instruments in its world premiere, and John
Melby, whose well-thought-out "For Milton
[Babbitt]," on a text drawn from Shelley's
"Adonais," for soprano and computer, was
eloquently premiered by Patricia Sonego.
Howe himself opened each half of the
program, with his electronic "Emergence
(Timbre Study No. 8)" and "Chimera" for
solo cello (Andrew Borkowski), respectively.
He also closed it with a clarinet trio. Both
ensemble pieces – his and the Pleskow
– were conducted by Ben Arendsen. The
evening was ultimately quite satisfying, and
deserving of a larger audience.

The Cassatts
passionately outdid
themselves, as they
did in John Duffy’s
delightfully eclectic
“We Want Mark Twain,”
narrated by Isaiah Sheffer
and Signe Mortensen…

Another gifted young Russian composer/
pianist, Natasha Jitomirskaia Hirschhorn,
was to have been represented by two
songs based on the Song of Songs, on
a faculty concert, April 24, at Jewish
Theological Seminary, but had to cancel
due to illness. We do hope we'll get
to hear her sing them with the Cassatt
Quartet another time. Composer/
baritone Cantor Gerald Cohen filled in
with a work of his own for baritone and
strings. The largely cheerful program, also
featuring the H.L. Miller Cantorial School
Choir and an instrumental group called
"Lunatics at Large," included works by
Lawrence Avery, Charles Davidson, Boaz
Tarsi, Leonard Bernstein, and a medley
arranged by conductor David Tilman. But
the major work was a three-movement
quartet by Cohen entitled "Playing for
Our Lives," dedicated to and depicting those who suffered at Terezin. The
Cassatts passionately outdid themselves,
as they did in John Duffy's delightfully
eclectic "We Want Mark Twain," narrated
by Isaiah Sheffer and Signe Mortensen at
Symphony Space January 14, in a program
called "Sounds American." A trio called
Fieldwork, the Martin Bejerano Trio, and
the Imani Winds preceded them in music
by Steve Lehman, Tyshawn Sorey, Vijay
Iyer, Simon Shaheen (his Amramesque
"Zafir") and Bejerano.
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Also on a Jewish theme, the highlight of
Leo Kraft's 90th birthday celebration at the
Center for Jewish History, March 11, was
baritone Thomas Meglioranza's singing of
Kraft's "Seven Hebrew Songs" to poems by
medieval poets, accompanied by hornist
David Jolley and pianist Konstantza Chernov.
Kraft's copious instrumental works were
also well represented, but it was a rare treat
to listen to his pensive vocal settings, not
heard since the lovely "My Autumn Walk"
he wrote for the William Cullen Bryant
Bicentennial in 1994.
John Duffy, the former head of Meet The
Composer for many years, is of course an
American musical treasure. So is 90-yearold composer/arranger/conductor Robert
DeCormier, former director of the New
York Choral Society, who came to town for
John Daly Goodwin's final concert as the
group's musical director, April 20 at Carnegie
Hall. The program opened with Stephen
Paulus's pompous "Whitman's New York,"
followed by Morten Lauridsen's devout
"Lux Aeterna" (in Latin). After intermission
came Morton Gould's wonderfully irreverent
"Quotations," settings of delicious selections
from Browning, Byron, Herrick, Shelley and
Gould himself; followed by DeCormier's
touching and beautifully orchestrated
"Legacy," written in memory of his son
Christopher who died, aged 23, in 1977; and
ending with Charles Ives's majestic setting,
with organ and chimes, of Psalm 90. All the
performances were exemplary, with just one
quibble: Was it really necessary to break up
the continuity of the Gould by giving pitches
between movements?
Other impressive choral performances included the Gregg Smith Singers at St. Peter's
Citicorp Jan. 28; "Transient Glory," Francisco
J. Nunez's Young People's Chorus of New
York City Feb. 17 at the 92nd Street Y; and
the men of the Westminster Symphonic
Choir at Carnegie Hall May 9.
In the first, the Gershwins's "By Strauss,"
as arranged and conducted by Gregg Smith,
with his wife Rosalind Rees as soloist, was the
delightful finale of a beautifully put-together
and generously program-noted concert. The
first half featured Smith's own Mary Trilogy
(1988) and Magnificat (1961), with lighter
fare "From the Great American Songbook"
on the second half, including some "additional lyrics" by Kim Rich to Johnny Mercer's
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and Harold Arlen's "Blues in the Night," and
gems by Berlin, Kern, Duke, Sondheim and
the aforementioned Gershwin.
The second was #2 of two concerts (the first
being the night before at Poisson Rouge),
this one featuring music by Joan Tower,
Bright Sheng and David Del Tredici. In each
case the composer was interviewed and had
a work played by the Jack Quartet, followed
by a world premiere commissioned by and
written for the chorus. Nunez conducted
only the short final "Credo Fugue" by Del
Tredici ("part of a larger piece not yet commissioned,” DelTredici told me), assigning all
the other works to his able assistants, Tian
Hui Ng and Janet Galván (the Tower), Ana
Alvarez and Grant Gershon (the Sheng), and
Karen Cooksey (the Del Tredici). The chorus
responded amazingly well to the demanding
works, especially Sheng's "Boatmen's Song,"
in Chinese, which they memorized. Tower's
works were her first for voice, while Del
Tredici polytonally took great fun in texts by
Robert Louis Stevenson and Robert Burns,
emphasizing the "good and gay."
The third comprised the long, last section of
the very long Piano Concerto by Ferruccio
Busoni, perhaps the longest piano concerto
ever written, and probably the only one
with male chorus. It was the Carnegie Hall
debut for New Jersey Symphony conductor
Jacques Lacombe, and he chose to highlight
the Busoni by preceding it with works by two
of that composer's most illustrious pupils,
Kurt Weill and Edgard Varèse, representing
the beginning and end of each ot their
careers, respectively. Weill's Symphony #1 was
receiving its first performance at Carnegie,
and one could hear why. Taken at a tempo a
little too fast for the horns, it is a very serious
piece by a very talented student, far less
impressive than the composer's later Violin
Concerto, Second Symphony, and of course
theatre music. Varèse's short "Nocturnal"
was written at the end of that composer's
career, and left most of the audience a bit
bewildered, as his music still often does. It
too employed the Westminster chorus men,
with soprano Hila Plitmann in a gorgeous
green gown and a light but sure, true voice.
The Busoni text, invoking Allah, was derived
from Adam Oehlenschläger's Aladdin. Varèse's
text added nonsense syllables to words and
phrases from Anaïs Nin's House of Incest.
Laurie Shulman contributed the extensive
program notes to this worthy effort. II

Futurity: A Musical by The Lisps
Back to the Future

American Repertory Theatre, Cambridge, MA | 13 April 2012
and an early look at Ada, an opera about Ada Lovelace by Kim Sherman
By Leann Davis Alspaugh
The American Repertory Theatre continues its
exploration of technology and invention with
Futurity: A Musical by The Lisps. A little more
than a year ago, I wrote in these pages about
Death and the Powers: The Robots’ Opera
in which a wealthy man seeks immortality
by subsuming his body into The System and
leaving his intelligence to live on artificially.
This spring, A.R.T. returned to the theme of
computing and connectivity with a decidedly
more retro production.
Futurity follows Julian Munro, a fictional Civil
War soldier, who wants to build a “Steam
Brain,” a steam-powered artificial intelligence.
Since Munro is really just a lowly soldier with
more enthusiasm than technical know-how,
he has to find a partner for his project. He

writes to Ada Lovelace, the famous mathematician and Lord Byron’s daughter, and the two
strike up an epistolary friendship.
César Alvarez in the role of Munro and
Sammy Tunis as Ada Lovelace are founding
members of The Lisps, a “collaborative art
project/collective” formed in the South Bronx
in 2006. Alvarez and Tunis, along with fellow
Lisps musicians Eric Farber and Lorenzo Wolff,
form the core of the cast along with several
A.R.T. veterans and newcomers.
With its advertising slogan of “This Machine
Creates Peace,” Futurity seems to portend a
long evening of anti-war polemics wrapped in
chilly alt-rock irony. Fortunately, Alvarez, who

styles himself as a “techno-optimist,” keeps
things focused on the music. The production’s
steampunk aesthetic is a perfect fit for a story
that incorporates science fiction, alternative
history, and romance amid the horrors of war.
In this speculative universe, we can also more
easily accept the idea that a Civil War soldier
would strike up a friendship with a woman
of rank and title who had been dead for nine
years by the time the war started.
Futurity – which began as Alvarez’s MFA thesis
– is ambitious with musical demands that call
for a cast in which almost everyone must sing
and/or play multiple instruments. The book,
a joint effort of Alvarez and playwright Molly
Rice, is strong, although there are places
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where the show, well, runs out of steam.
As with all productions staged at Oberon,
A.R.T.’s nightclub space, Futurity’s production blurs the line between audience and
performers. Half of the floor stage area is
taken up with the Steam Brain contraption,
a fantastic collection of junkyard parts,
percussion sculptures, and Rube Goldberg-like
assemblages. The other half of the stage is an
open platform for the company. The upper
catwalk – Ada’s province – has a chalkboard
along its whole side covered with equations
and diagrams. The actors roam about the
entire space, and often the audience, seated
at small tables on the dance floor, has to twist
and turn to keep up with the action.

The man powering the Steam Brain is Eric
Farber who pounds, strikes, scrapes, cranks,
and spins its many parts to create a wonderfully inventive soundscape. Lorenzo Wolff is
as adept on the Sousaphone as he is on keyboard or the mandolin. Other standouts in the
cast include Milia Ayache, in the roles of Miles
and Scientist. Ayache gives the soldier Miles
the right amount of bravado and, after she
is killed in action, she returns as an accomplished mandolin player. Edwin Lee Gibson as
The General is more of an archetype, but he
delivers his commands to the soldiers with an
intriguing blend of authority and resignation.
The elegant Anne Gottlieb does what she
can as Lady Byron, but her role suffers from
underdevelopment.
Sammy Tunis’s Ada has grace and charm, but
all too often the signal aspect of her character
is diffidence. Even though she has been
involved with the production throughout its
development, Tunis does not seem to have
found a way to portray Ada without faltering
under the weight of her historical persona.
To be sure, Ada Lovelace was the oddest of
nineteenth-century women: an intellectual
female. Her story also has all the elements
of a high romantic tragedy. Kept from her
famous father and raised strictly by her
mathematician mother, Ada married, became
addicted to laudanum and opium, gambled
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away her fortune, and died of uterine cancer
at age 37. The fact that she is often billed as
“the world’s first computer programmer” says
more about modern copywriters than it does
to describe the historical woman. (Ada called
herself an “analyst and metaphysician” and
one of her ideas was to use technology to
create a kind of computer-generated music.)

Still, in order to be convinced of their friendship, we need to feel sure of common ground
between the Civil War soldier and the British
lady scientist. Munro, the dreamy soldier who
brings books onto the battlefield, never seems
to advance beyond schoolboy admiration
for Ada. It doesn’t help that, although he is
musically assured, Alvarez is less compelling
as an actor. His Julian Munro is engaging,
but hardly the kind of passionate visionary
who could join forces with the brilliant and
conflicted daughter of Lord and Lady Byron.
The Lisps’ indie band experience accounts for
much of Futurity’s loose, collaborative feel.
Alvarez said in an interview in April, “What
we’re doing as a band is inserting our musical
language, our indie musical language, into
the form of musical theater, which is a really
interesting form.” At the same time, the
show’s music acknowledges authentic sources
such as patter songs, traditional folk songs,
and hymns. With all of these influences, the
strongest moment in Futurity coalesces in
“Sinner’s Land.” In this number, the cast – part
chain gang, part chorus – forms an assembly
line to activate the Steam Brain. As they strain
and heave, bending and lifting in a line that
bisects the enthralled audience, we catch a
glimpse of Futurity’s true theatrical potential.
Perhaps, a more complete picture of
technology and imagination will emerge in
another musical work currently in early stages
of production: Kim Sherman’s opera Ada.
Sherman’s opera, which received a staged
reading at the Center for Contemporary
Opera in New York in March, follows more
closely Ada’s biography, capitalizing on the
romantic elements of her story. As Sherman
phrases it, Ada is “the daughter of the Prince

of Poetry and the Princess of Parallelograms
[Lady Byron]. . . the perfect prophet for a new
mathematical language.”
Librettist Margaret Vandenburg adds that the
opera is “about [the] psychological conflict
that inspired and destroyed Ada. She had a
great gift, could speak both languages, she
could transcribe the poetry of numbers in a
new language which would also become a
kind of computer language.”

L-R: Margaret Vandenburg
(librettist) Sarah Chalfy (Ada) and
Kim Sherman (composer)

In the opera, Ada’s conflict with her father’s
shadow is explored by giving the poet voice
as a ghost. Sherman notes that Byron is
conceived as a “ghost father connecting with
his daughter,” singing sweetly at one point,
“Is thy face like thy mother’s, fair child,” a
line from Byron’s Childe Harolde’s Pilgrimage,
Canto the Third.
The morbid sensitivity that Ada’s mother
sought to avoid by keeping her daughter
away from literature is, in Sherman’s opera,
presented as a blessing and a curse. Lord
Byron here is a force that liberates his
daughter, opening up the narrow scope of
her education and restoring a relationship lost
when Lady Byron took the one-month-old
Ada away from her father’s home.
That Ada Lovelace would appear in two
separate productions provides more evidence
of our ongoing preoccupation with technology.
Her character appeals to those enthusiasts
who mine history for alternative endings and
literature for odd pairings. Feminists seize on
Ada as an underdog who fought convention to
study mathematics instead of husband-hunting.
Romantics love to point out that in spite of her
mother’s best intentions, Ada lived a short brilliant life and died tragically young, just like her
famous father. Both Ada the opera and Futurity
the musical assure us of technology’s many
attractions, but it is arguably more reassuring to
know that technology also offers rich resources
for inspiring creativity. II
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Review of
Leo Kraft’s
90th Birthday
Concert
The Center for Jewish History
Sunday, March 11, 2012
By Hubert Howe
On Sunday afternoon, March 11, the Center
for Jewish History in New York City presented
a concert of music by composer Leo Kraft in
honor of his 90th birthday. Kraft has lived almost all of his professional life in New York City.
He was a professor of music at Queens College,
from which he retired in 1989. Significantly,
all of the music presented on this occasion has
been composed since his retirement.
Kraft has long been known as a non-doctrinaire
composer of chamber music, with a few significant works for larger ensembles. The works on
this concert ranged from solo pieces to songs, a
piece for violin and piano, a trio, and a quintet.
All of them had a tonal or extended tonal
character, although not necessarily in the same
“style.” All reflected the range of the composer’s interests over these last several years, and all
were given outstanding performances.
Two of the pieces reflected Kraft’s interest in
Jewish themes and music, and the first piece,
New Songs from Old for solo clarinet, was one
of these. In this short rhapsodic piece, scales
and melodic fragments from “Jewish” music,
the main element of which seemed to be the
harmonic minor scale, blended in a distinctive
Klezmer aura.
Six Pieces for Violin with Piano Obbligato was
a substantial work. In his program notes, Kraft
explained that he envisioned the violin “as
a great actor who can portray many roles,”
and indeed it did. The opening Cantilena
presented a smooth and graceful violin
melody above flowing piano apreggiations.
The second movement, Capriccio, featured a
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dramatic violin solo alternating double stops
with a more angular melody. Next was a short,
fast movement called Ombre, in which the
pizzicato violin was accompanied by staccato
notes on the piano. The slower and haunting
Dialogo again presented a flowing violin
"melody;" the dramatic Ripresa del Capriccio,
another fast violin melody with jagged piano
accompaniment; and the fast Finale again
featured violin melodies pitted against
a sweeping piano part that included both
short chords and florid melodies.
The Partita a Tre for clarinet, cello and piano
was given its first performance in this concert,
although it is the composer’s seventh work
in this genre. The opening Preludio was fast
and challenging to the performers, with lots
of repeated notes in the melodic instruments
against both chordal passages, fast runs, and
contrasting interjections in the piano. The wispy
Intermezzo was very short (about a minute) and
featured a walking pizzicato line in the cello
against a jazzy clarinet tune with short chords
and scales in the piano. The melodious Arietta
was a lovely, old-fashioned slow movement,
with melodies interchanging between the
instruments and a calm, satisfying ending.
The concluding Toccata was fast with lots of
repeated notes and chords contrasting with
more lyrical segments. The work showed Kraft’s
mastery of this genre, both in terms of writing
for the instruments and fashioning a diverse set
of movements.
I had no idea that one of Kraft’s life-long
interests was in Hebrew poetry written in
Al-Andalus, the Muslim caliphate that was
centered in the Iberian peninsula in the middle
ages. Seven Hebrew Songs were for baritone,
French horn and piano. They were sung in
Hebrew, with translations provided by the
composer. The subjects were timeless: love,
the beauty of nature, and wine. The music
expresses the moods of the poems, with the
French horn providing pretty counterpoints to
the vocal melodies. All the songs were short,
ranging from one to two minutes.

Leo Craft
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Kraft described Testimonium, a solo piano piece
written for pianist Morey Ritt, as “something of
a summary of my music.” While only about five
minutes long, it is another of Kraft’s substantial
works, consisting of several sections of different
character. As the piece was being played, I
could imagine snippets from other compositions
Kraft has written over the years.
Omaggio a Primo Levi was the longest work on
the program, with the largest ensemble: flute
(piccolo), clarinet, violin, viola and cello. The
piece was written as an homage to the Italian
writer and survivor of Auschwitz. The opening
movement, Intenso, was very expressive, with
the flute and clarinet providing most of the
melodic material with harmonic support coming
from the strings. The short second movement,
Tempo di Marcia Funebre, was described as “a
nightmarish march (in the tradition of Berlioz’
March to the Scaffold).” I have to say that I could
not envision the gallows in this movement. The
long third movement, Liberamente, Adagio,
was a set of free variations, beginning with an
energetic violin solo that became transformed
into a quiet melody, passing from the violin to
the other instruments. In the ensuing variations,
the flute, clarinet and violin again played the
melodies while the lower strings mainly provided
a harmonic background. The energetic last
movement, Risoluto, was “meant to express
the determination to go forward in the face of
adversity.” I again confess to not having heard
much “adversity” in a piece which was mainly
so pleasant, although the ending does have an
uplifting, triumphant quality.
Kraft’s music is not the sort of hardhitting, complicated and bewildering fare that
dominates our contemporary music scene. It is,
mainly, enjoyable and easy to follow, while at
the same time expressive and even intense in
its own way. Music like this appeals to a very
broad range of listeners, and on this occasion it
was indeed received by a large and enthusiastic
audience. It is important to remember music like
this as we immerse ourselves in the more usual
music of our time. II

L-R: Beth Anderson, Kat
herine Hoover,
Judith Shatin, Stefania
deKenessey,
Mary Kathleen Ernst.

The XX Factor
“Women’s Work”
The Player’s Theater, March 11, 2012
by Anne Eisenberg

Women were long excluded from the ranks of
professional musicians, but that’s changed in the
past thirty years as the fraternity of male composers, like that of male orchestras, has faded.
“Women’s Work,”an innovative program of
piano works presented March 11 at The Player’s
Theater in Greenwich Village, Manhattan,
celebrated this welcome cultural change with
a selection of music women have been adding
recently to the American musical stream.
Produced by composer Beth Anderson, the
program of pieces written by women between
1991 and 2012, included work by Judith Shatin,
Luo Jing Jing, Katherine Hoover, Stefania
de Kenessey, Jennifer Higdon, and Vivian
Fung, many of whom were on hand for the
performance. The fascinating pieces ranged
from variations on the melancholy song of a
Biblical prophet to a humorous keyboard battle
between an adroit mosquito and the slapping
hand of the pianist.
The recital hall was up a steep staircase to the
third floor of the venerable Players Theatre
on MacDougal Street. The 50-seat space was
packed for the performance, every spot taken
by the time Mary Kathleen Ernst, the skilled
pianist performing all of the works, took the
stage to perform Chai Variations on Eliahu
HaNavi by Judith Shatin.
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The 18 flitting, angular variations in the piece
were inspired by “Eliahu HaNavi,” or “Elijah
the Prophet,”a song that some people in the
audience knew well – Jewish congregations
often sing it at the close of services on the
Sabbath. The order of the 18 variations in the
composition is up to the pianist. Here, Ernst
chose a lively sequence that opened with
“Lighthearted,” “Flowing” and “Sly,”and then
moved on by way of “Majestic,” “Mysterious”
and other pieces to “Flamboyant,” “Whirling”
and “Gentle.” Along the way were blocks of
dramatic chords, odd and powerful syncopations, darting chromatic passages, and the sad
sound of the prophet. The version played on
March 11 was about 22 minutes long.
In Luo Jing Jing’s Mosquito, pianist Ernst’s
piercing attack and composer Luo’s clever,
staccato music together created the image of
an energetic, wily mosquito buzzing on the
keyboard, occasionally slapped by two-handed
whacks and the occasional elbow. At the end, it
appears that the mosquito escaped unharmed.
The audience entered a different world with
Katherine Hoover’s playful, rhythmic Dream
Dances, composed in 2008. The music was constantly surprising as its four dance-like sections
moved from the mournful to the light and airy,
with hints of jazzy lyricism along the way.

The program also included the world premiere of Stefania de Kenessey’s Spontaneous
D-Combustion. Ernst gave the lilting, boisterous music her all in a deft performance. But
she may have underestimated the pounding
potential of a grand piano in that smallish
room. “Spontaneous D-Combustion” boomed
out in an overpowering way that might have
been lessened were it absorbed by a space the
size of Carnegie Hall rather than in the small
Greenwich Village theater.
Jennifer Higdon’s Secret and Glass Gardens
was a misty filigree of chords and floating lines
of rapid passagework. Composed in 2000, it
is a rare piano work from the composer, who
won the 2010 Pulitzer Prize for her Violin
Concerto, as well as a 2010 Grammy Award for
her Percussion Concerto. Again the pounding
power of the piano in a small space may have
undermined the work’s effectiveness.
The program closed with the striking Keeping
Time, written in 2011 by Vivian Fung. The piece,
called a concert etude and inspired by gamelan
music, had dense, engaging percussive rhythms
and a glistening tone that evoked the sound of
the gamelan.
The concert left an abiding impression of the
power of the XX factor in music. II
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BORGES AND THE OTHER
Experiments In Opera, Roulette, May 11, 2012
By Justine F. Chen
On Friday, May 11th, Roulette presented the
premiere of Matthew Welch’s Borges and
the Other, which he describes as a modular
dance opera. Friday’s performance marked
the second and final day of this series curated
by Experiments in Opera. In the first evening,
three other operatic works by Jason Cady,
Aaron Siegel, and Cough Button, were
presented in various states of completion.
For those who have not yet seen it, Roulette’s
new home in Brooklyn is fantastically spacious
with high ceilings, expanded seating capabilities, and is well-equipped for multimedia
presentations – including a large proscenium
stage area, a raised wood-paneled platform
big enough for a large ensemble, and stateof-the-art video, audio, and lighting systems.
Roulette, always dedicated to the adventurous downtown experimental music scene, has
paired with Experiments in Opera to present
works that explore the expanse where theater,
performance, installation, dance and storytelling come together.
Matthew Welch’s Borges and the Other is an
eighty-five minute two-act opera inspired by
Jorge Luis Borges’ The Other, a short story
that depicts Borges meeting his younger self
on a park bench – the elder seventy-something year old Borges believes that he is in
Cambridge, Massachusetts, while the not-yet
twenty Borges swears he is in Geneva - both
are incredulous and argue about the plausibility of their encounter. One of Welch’s two
acts, (they’re “modular”, i.e. interchangeable)
featuring a baritone as the elder and a tenor
as the younger, borrows heavily from the
Borges text, and the other act appears to be
a sequel inspired by the story, creating an
alternate encounter farther in the future, with
a 60-something Borges meeting an 80-something Borges – in this act, each Borges is
represented by a suited mezzo-soprano. Each
act features lyrical dialogues between the two
Borges’ interspersed with instrumental and
choral interludes.
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In addition to the four Borges characters, the
performing forces included an SATB chorus
(one on a part), and Blarvuster, an ensemble
of viola, flute (doubling piccolo), piano,
vibraphone, two electric guitars, bass guitar,
and drum-kit. It takes a rare talent to blend
electronic and acoustic instruments without
detracting from the beauty of either, but
Welch and his excellent (uncredited) sound
engineers did a beautiful job seamlessly combining the acoustic and electronic sonorities
and sensibilities of this chamber ensemble/
rock band hybrid. Every instrument and every
voice was amplified. Welch himself conducted
the performance, and showed assurance in
his role as conductor.
Blarvuster performed on a raised platform
between the audience and the proscenium
stage, a choice that might make the most
sense for the ensemble. But seated in the
orchestra area it was difficult to see the action
on the stage because the instrumentalists and
stands got in the way. Behind Blarvuster, the
stage was set with several tall piles of books,
which acted as benches for the dreamspace
inhabited by the dueling Borges’.
Behind the stage, the fantastic wall of monitors was used at the top of the show to play a
short video of Welch discussing his attraction
to Borges and the themes of the story. During
the show, the monitors displayed projections
of grainy nightscapes, a large moon in the
distance in phases. This inventive solution for
a backdrop was difficult to see for various reasons – darkness is difficult to project with light,
and there is the added challenge of showing
darkness behind lights that must illuminate the
singers on stage; but as mentioned earlier, the
stands and instrumentalists were blocking the
audience’s view.
Composer/librettist Matthew Welch, one
of EIO’s core members, is also a virtuoso
Highland bagpipe performer and his performance background is evident in his highly kinetic instrumental writing. Welch’s extremely

pleasing music juxtaposed long, lyrical,
plainchant-inspired passages with a motoric,
rhythmically engaging beat reminiscent of traditional bagpipe music. Within each act, the
vocal lines of one Borges appeared to inhabit
a major pentatonic mode, while the other
Borges inhabited a minor pentatonic mode.
In an online interview, Welch says he was
inspired by "ancient Balinese modes," which
are traditionally employed in Balinese dance
dramas to delineate the different characters.
These pentatonicisms were used to underline
the exoticism of the temporally-indeterminate
atmosphere, and moving between those two
pentatonic modes did create a static, curiously
oriental limbo.
When the diction was enunciated well
enough for the words to be heard, Welch’s
prosody was clear, though clumsy in places.
But one couldn’t tell if the misalignment of
various words and their natural accents was
a deliberate choice to accentuate the surreal,
foreign atmosphere of the dreamscape.
The very impressive Blarvuster performed long
passages of intricate unison and dangerous
octave doublings coupled with fast-paced,
dance-like homophonic movement. Aside from
several sections where the drumset performed
a relentless beat while singers were singing, the
vocal writing was sensitively scored.
Baritone Jeff Gavett (elder Borges - Act 1)
performed beautifully with a clear, resonant
voice and excellent diction – the clarity of his
crisply-delivered text and his commanding
stage presence helped bring the story closer
to the audience. The younger Borges (Act 1),
tenor James Rodgers, provided a humorously
suspicious foil for the older, more-assured
Borges. Mezzo-soprano Amirtha Kidambi,
who played the younger Borges (Act 2), had a

warm, sonorous voice, which contrasted with
the bright and vibrant voice of Older Borges
(Act 2), Lisa Komara. Though it could be that
the men were singing in their speaking range,
and the women were singing higher than
their speaking range, the women did not have
enough intention behind their consonants, and
consequently the words they sang were more
difficult to understand. Each of the four chorus
members had a standing microphone, which
contrasted to the soloists’ body microphones.
Welch’s beautifully intoned choral passages
might have landed with greater impact had
their words been intelligible. The lack of dancing on the stage made the “modular dance
opera” in the work’s title confusing.

The production was partially-staged – which
might not be the ideal way into an opera
the plot of which is already so internal - but
the entrances and exits were thoughtful,
the props and stage-design interesting, and
Welch’s conceit of arranging this story depicting the branching out of a singular identity
with alternate/dueling realizations/modules
is inventively clever, witty, and self-reflective.
However, it was not obvious if the story
benefited from a pentatonic melodic setting,
and the dramatic stasis of the story along
with the prevailing lack of textual clarity gave
the opera a dramatic inaccessibility that made
the eighty-five minutes feel excessive at times.
Regrettably, I was unable to attend the first
evening of EIO’s Spring Series, but if Mr.
Welch’s opera is an example of the kind of
work Experiments in Opera is encouraging,
they are moving in a new and innovative
direction towards redefining and exploring
the traditional limits of opera. II
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She travels to the University of Toronto's
electronic music studio, where she studies
circuit building with composer and instrument
maker Hugh Le Crane. Here she creates her I of
IV series. It's a colder sound, the upper partials
of which these ears found difficult to take. The
studio comes equipped with twelve sine-tone
square-wave generators (11 tuned beyond
the range of human hearing) all connected
to an organ keyboard. There are also two line
amplifiers, a mixer, a Hammond spring-type
reverb and two stereo tape recorders. "The
screams of I of IV came out of texture magically
and unbidden," Oliveros writes, "so unexpected
and delightful…a great moment of surrender
to the process that I had set in motion." With
sustained sound piling up on itself by way of
tape delay, who would have thought Oliveros
was a pioneer of noise music?
(By the way, the Beatles 1966 Tomorrow Never
Knows uses Oliveros’s tape loop technique
(though by way of Stockhausen's Gesang der
Junglinge). George Martin disables the erase
head of a tape recorder and lets the winding
tape overdub itself to create the famed saturation effect.)

Pauline Oliveros: Reverberations:
Tape & Electronic Music 1961-1970
Imprec352 Box Set Important Records | By Andrew Violette
Oliveros turned 80 (5/30) a week after this
release: 12 CDs, none released before (except
Jar Piece), arranged in chronological order, from
the archives of the Center for Contemporary
Music at Mills College. That's 10 1/2 hours
of oscillators, wave generators and modular
synths. There's nothing from the mature last
four decades and, unfortunately, her two masterpieces from this period, Bye Bye Butterfly and
I of IV, are not included. Still, this much-needed
early improvised-electronic music puts her later
acoustic work in perspective.
Time Perspectives, the one musique concrete
work in the collection, is recorded on a Sears
Roebuck Silver Tone tape recorder at her
home. Her bathtub becomes a reverb chamber.
Steel bowls, car curb scrapers, etc. are filtered
through cardboard tubes and resonating
wooden apple crates. It's four channel with
each track recorded separately in real time.
The piece is created for the opening concert of
Sonics, a series she organized with composer
Ramon Sender.
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She moves to the San Francisco Tape Music
Center, which she founded along with Sender
and Morton Subotnick. She tracks Mnemonics
1-5. Unlike her contemporaries, she records
"improvised studio performances" in real-time
(quotes from program notes), on a collection of
post-WWII surplus equipment (warm sounding
test signal oscillators), with little cutting and
splicing. There's tape delay from multiple reel
to reel. (Terry Riley uses this system, which he
calls The Time Lag Accumulator, i.e. routing the
signal from each track on the tape to different
playback recording heads, in his Mescalin Mix.)
Here, in Mnemonics, Oliveros uses what she
terms a heterodyne technique; that is she sets
the studio's twelve square-wave generators
to frequencies above the threshold of hearing. This produces lower audible combination
tones. David Bernstein notes that she may be
remembering "difference tones produced on
her accordion in the super-audio range" (quote
from the CD notes). It all sounds like the Krell
Music from the classy 50s sci-fi Forbidden
Planet. There are rich drones, slow glissandi, low
pulsating sound with complex delay effects.

Her improvised indeterminacy with distortion
and feedback reflects the mid-60s minimal music
noise group Theatre of Eternal Music (founded
by Oliveros's colleagues LaMonte Young, Marian
Zazeela, John Cale and others). Oliveros anticipates No Wave composers Rhys Chatham and
Glann Branca. (Could Steve Reich have written
1968 Pendulum Music without her?) In turn she
was certainly influenced by Luigi Russolo's work
and may have been influenced by John Cage's
1960 Cartridge Music, not to mention Nam June
Paik's Fluxusobjekt of the same year (with its
hand controlled playback head).
Oliveros is not for the weak of heart. 5000
Miles, a two channel duet between pulsating
drone and rock-guitar feedback "melody", is either grating or invigorating, depending on your
point of view. Similarly, Ringing the Mods 1 & 2,
ring modulator improv-ed (played forwards then
backwards), is a high frequency version of the
then current James Tenney's Analogue 1 Noise
Study. In Oliveros's Night, I found the feedback
noise at the edge of human hearing extremely
abrasive. Fed Back, an udulating dentist-drill
drone, which had me crying "uncle," is only for
rabid fans of Ryoli Ikeda (who, by the way, also
uses frequencies beyond the range of human
hearing). Bottoms Up, with its high frequency
noise and (merciful) silences, is willfully and
unapologetically harsh. The Day I Disconnected
the Erase Head and Forgot to Reconnect It and
Another Big Mother (a sequel to Big Mother
is Watching You), with their difference tones
and noise generators with tape delays, are (for
me) masses of singularly ugly resonance. Of

course, there's Jar Piece, a collaboration with
multi-media artist Lynn Lonidier, who created a
light show for the work. Team and Desecration,
another collaboration, this time with R. Murray
Schaeffer and Richar Robinson, I found charmless and formless.
Yet the layering of Bartokian night music's
electronic insect sounds of Three Pieces is lovely.
Similarly, Angel Fix, with its voltage controlled
modular synthesized waves hearkening back to
the I of IV series, is beautifully crafted.
The last CDs are Oliveros at the Mills Tape
Center with the Buchla synthesizer. She
continues the Bog Series with Boone Bog, long/
short pulses of cool, high whistles (transistors
rather than vacuum tubes), pianissimo glissandi
and her iconic insects; Big Slow Bog, with its
long reverb of electronic bird, insect and frog
sounds; Big Bog and Mind Bog, with her own
voice; and a hauntingly poignant mewsack,
with its recording of Stormy Weather, Oliveros's
voice and the Buchla.
The collection ends with 50-50 heads and 5050 tails (which is 50-50 heads backwards) as
well as red horse headache and A Little Noise
in the System (which is surely an understatement). In these pieces walls of noise pulsate
with complex sound-webs of Buchla and Moog
Synthesizer feedback. These works perhaps
reflect what Takehisa Kosugi and Yasunao Tone
were doing at that time in their Automatism
and Object. And surely Oliveros's work here
anticipates Elliott Sharp at his least compromising – as well as the Japanese Noise Music of
the 1980s.
All this was not to last.
Benjamin Ethan Tinker writes, "By the early
1970s Oliveros's work was moving away from
the confines of the cave-like studio set up, and
she seemed more engaged with resonance
in the world around her." As Oliveros herself
writes, "I prefer the contact of nice warm bodies to the cold isolation of the studio." Pauline
Oliveros would re-invent herself in another,
more acoustic, direction, becoming the mature
Oliveros we know today.
Program notes for this massive undertaking
are by Pauline Oliveros, Ramon Sender, Corey
Arcangel, Alex Chechile, Benjamin Ethan Tinker,
and David Bernstein. Often anecdotal, they
are elegantly crafted and extremely informative. Embedded within are photos of Oliveros
performing at The Mills College Concert Hall.
Also stunning is the design/layout and oscillator/
booklet photography by John Brien for IMPREC.
II
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Music in the Air

Chris Brown, piano and electronics;
Pauline Oliveros, Accordion and Expanded
Instrument System Deep Listening Institute
DL 43 2010 52'51"
By Andrew Violette
Chris Brown, a longtime member of the
computer music improvisation network called
The Hub, plays piano and live computer signal
processing (Super Collider). Pauline Oliveros
collaborates with her accordion, conch,
percussion and EIS (Expanded Instrument
System). "All tracks (are) recorded live with
quadraphonic spatialization of live electronic
effects controlled by the performers with no
overdubbing or post-processing." (This and
other quotes are according to the CD notes.)
These two are masters at creating "music
for acoustic instruments with interactive
electronics." Ms. Oliveros, who wrote the
book on post-war electronic art music,
"pioneered the concept of Deep Listening, an
aesthetic based upon principles of improvisation, electronic music, ritual, teaching and
meditation designed to inspire both trained
and untrained performers to practice the art
of listening and responding to environmental
conditions in solo and ensemble situations."
John Rockwell has observed that "on some
level music, sound consciousness and religion
are all one, and she would seem to be very
close to that level."
And what lovely sounds in collaboration they
get! "Every human being is created by two
people. Already there's a collaboration," she
says. [The CD to get of the HUB performing
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with Oliveros' Deep Listening Band is Non
Stop Flight Music and Arts 1998, which
opens with John Cage's 4'33" and continues
with a classic performance of his Variations II.].
Music in the Air is really a summation of
everything Brown and particularly Oliveros
have done to date. Their "interaction with the
moment," as Oliveros has said, creates some
stunningly gorgeous music. In the artist statement on her website Ms. Oliveros says that
“as a musician I am interested in the sensual
nature of sound, its power of synchronization,
coordination, release and change. Hearing
represents the primary sense organ – hearing
happens involuntarily. Listening is a voluntary
process that through training and experience
produces culture. All cultures develop through
ways of listening.” Her love of sound leads
her to create a far more lush fabric than the
more theoretical Young or Riley.
On their first track, Noctilucent Clouds,
Brown keys the dampened piano strings
and then scrapes them to full Cowell effect.
(According to Wikipedia, a noctilucent cloud
is a "tenuous cloud-like phenomenon that
is the 'ragged edge' of a much brighter
and pervasive polar cloud...visible in deep
twilight.") The electric wisps, high and
bright; the small animal noises; the grunts
of gibbons, perhaps; the cricket chirps and
the harmonious conch shell are reminiscent
of Oliveros' 1966 Alien Bog [Alien Bog/
Beautiful Soop Pogus Productions 21012-2
1997]. "I was deeply impressed,” she writes
on the notes to that CD, "by the sounds
from the frog pond outside the studio." The
sounds she gets from the original Buchla Box
100 series on Alien Bog are similar, I think,
to what she gets on this track and just as

beautiful. Further into Noctilucent Clouds the
piano drifts in an upper-middle register solo
that sounds like Morton Feldman, as bell-like
electronics juxtaposed with belllike upper
piano and belllike accordion (little quasi-Cajun
riffs) extinguish themselves to a slow fade.
Gravity Waves, the next track, a continuing
variation, is all busy and episodic, subtle,
soft, with what sounds like steel drums, a
toy piano, faded tubular bells and electronic
squiggles. The difference between the piano's
equal temperament and the accordion's
just temperament is evident in the duo that
centerpieces this track. "I prefer full spectrum
sound rather than a limited scalar system,"
says Oliveros.
Troposphere, the longest of the three tracks
at 25 minutes, opens with quiet, muffled,
rain sounds reminiscent of her Troglodyte's
Delight, with its constantly dripping water.
[Troglodyte's Delight – What Next? WN 03
1990 recorded at Tarpaper Cave, Rosendale,
N.Y. Two of its tracks are just sounds of flowing water.] There are mercury-like complex
rhythms and constantly changing colors,
almost late Boulez – though, in this case,
un-notated in the usual sense. (Oliveros was
one of the earliest practitioners of graphic
notation. LaMonte Young's Composition 1960
#10 "Draw a straight line and follow it." was
her paradigm. She also acknowledges the
influence of Young's Composition 1960 #7
which consists of a single two-note chord "to
be held for a long time." Hence, the birth of
American drone music in Seymour Shifrin's
1958 class at San Francisco State College,
when Young's Trio for Strings – a single three
pitch chord built over the course of five minutes – premiered, to the bewilderment of all.)

Later in Troposphere, agitated, mid-register
electronic squiggles, never static, accompany
an accordion which sounds, at times, like
a bass clarinet. [The CD to listen to for her
accordion masking as other instruments is
The Roots of the Moment HatArt 6009
–1988. John Rockwell of the New York Times
calls it a "typically engrossing Minimalist
tapestry."] The track then settles into an Eb
minor piano section – Debussy on drugs. A
long C major drone section accordion with
piano riffs and subtle white noise closes the
piece. This Terry Riley homage really does
sound "like a flock of migrating birds in
flight," which is how Oliveros described the
1964 premiere of Riley’s In C (she played the
accordion). The drone here is deep, sensual,
with an unearthly richness and seamless
quality. [A must get for the drone listener:
Deep Listening New Albion NA 022 1989
with trombonist Stuart Dempster; Oliveros
on accordion, didjeridu, conch shells and
pieces of metal; and the singer Panaiotis. The
sounds have no beginning and no end.]

"the piano drifts in an upper-middle
register solo that sounds like Morton
Feldman, as bell-like electronics
juxtaposed with belllike upper piano
and belllike accordion extinguish
themselves to a slow fade."

And here is the story of the beginning of
Deep Listening: Shortly after the Young
premiere, in 1958, someone gave her a tape
recorder. She put the mike on a window
ledge, recorded the sound and listened very
attentively. Replaying the tape she discovered
that the mike had picked up sounds that
she hadn’t heard were there. She resolved
to listen more carefully. This is the seminal
event of her life that Frank Oteri reflects on
when he observes that "her legacy is leaving
behind ways of listening."
“Music is a gift of the universe,” says Ms.
Oliveros. “Those of use who can tune to this
gift are fortunate indeed.” II
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IN BRIEF
By Andrew Violette

John Duffy – We Want Mark Twain
[Albany - Troy 1240 ]
Meet The Composer's John Duffy, rooted in
the Eastman Americana tradition of Creston,
Mennin and Piston, writes with a clarity not
unlike that of Otto Luening. The most successful track here is Portraits for Orchestra (Royal
Philharmonic, Richard Williams, conductor).

Alec Wilder – Music for Piano
[Albany - Troy 1294]
Wilder is a jazz version of Beth Anderson
sans swales. Pianist John Roberts captures the
simple Grandma Moses-like sincerity of these
intimate miniatures.

Benjamin Broening, Duo Runedako –
Recombinant Nocturnes [innova 784]
Clever precompositionally, not enough happens on the performance level in spite of its
Luigi Nono/Sylvano Bussotti inspired lyricism.

Donald Crockett – Tracking Inland/Xtet
[Albany - Troy 1270]
At first I thought I had put on Graham
Reynolds's The Difference Engine [innova 790]
by mistake – or perhaps Jeremy Beck's Ion
Sound Project [innova 797]. The tried and true
Nancarrow rhythms, Lou Harrison percussion
timbres, Steve Reich harmonies, with a clean,
neo-classic sound (all interspersed with neoromantic Stephen Hartke/Steven Stucky-like
episodes) are so Bang on a Can it should have
been put out by Cantaloupe.

Time Curve – Music for Piano by Philip
Glass and William Duckworth – [Z6806
Arabesque Recordings]
Pianist Bruce Brubaker performs the original
1994 version of Glass's Six Etudes for Piano
as well as Duckworth's seminal Time Curve
Preludes (1977-78 – which, according to Kyle
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Gann, was "the first major work that sounded
minimalist but refused to satisfy minimalist expectations," Village Voice ) (Another
version of Duckworth's piece, performed by
R. Andrew Lee and produced by Irritable
Hedgehog Music, can be streamed for free
at http://recordings.irritablehedgehog.
com/album/william-duckworth-the-timecurve-preludes.) Is technology, as Brubaker
claims, really destined to blur the line
between listener, performer and composer?
Only Glass's favorite pianist knows for sure.
But Mr. Brubaker plays these pieces with the
insight of an interpreter who knows the music
of these composer-creators intimately.

Ben Leeds Carson – Music for Percussion
[Albany - Troy 1225]
Speaking of blurring the line between listener,
composer and performer, this CD brought
to mind the following quote by Elliott Carter
(from an interview in Soundpieces, 8/10/75),
"I feel about aleatoric music in general that
it always borders on something very nondescript. Anything that doesn't have a clear-cut
intention behind it will, in the end, always
produce something rather obvious. It will
sound like confusion, just a rather simple kind
of confusion." On the other hand, Cage in
Music of Changes declared that "a 'mistake'
is beside the point, for once anything happens it authentically is."
The sounds which inhabit this CD are indeed
authentic, and unique but alas! they're
also extremely boring (and not in a fun
way). Why? Because Mr. Carson expects his
performers to improvise his graphic scores.
Unfortunately the performers (Chris Froh,
Ian Antonio, Russell Greenberg and Aiyun
Huang), while very good performers, are not
very good at creating interesting, meaningful,
harmonious sounds. That's the problem with
controlled improvisation. It makes performers
into composers. Mr. Cage could do it (his
performances were of-their-time and he had
a host of specialized performers) but others
who try usually fall flat.
The CD notes are a regurgitation of Cage's
late-fifties Darmstadt lectures as applied
by Earl Brown in Available Forms, Bruno
Maderna and, of course, ever-the-polemicist
Boulez. (By the way, Wergo has a terrific
15 CD (5 volumes) Earl Brown – A Life in

Music, for those interested in graphic notation/indeterminate music.)

Peter Kolkay Bassoon Music w/Alexandra
Nguyen, piano [CAG106]
Judah Adashi's The Dark Hours (2007) has
an impressionist appeal which reminds me of
Charles Griffes's audition war-horse Poeme
for flute and piano. Paul Moravec has the
bassoonist narrating precious Warhol quotes
in his Andy Warhol Sez (Is it a sly reference to Del Tredici's Miss Inez Sez?) which
advantageously displays the inherent hip and
mordant Florence Foster Jenkins appeal of the
instrument. Composers John Rogers, Russell
Platt, Katherine Hoover and George Perle
complete the set.

today's atonalists miss. One thing that struck
me from reading the program notes was the
influence Stephan Wolpe had on the music
of Elliott Carter. Carter, describing a seminar
Wolpe gave in 1957, writes, "We were
caught up in a meditation of how wonderful
these primary materials, intervals were: playing each over and over again on the piano,
singing, roaring, humming them, loudly,
softly, quickly, slowly, short and detached, or
drawn out and expressive. All of us forgot
when the class was to finish."
Mr. Holzman, while remaining faithful to the
scores, breathes considerable interpretive fire
into the music. For those who are unacquainted with Wolpe's work for solo piano I highly
recommend this CD.

Guy Klucevsek – The Multiple Personality
Reunion Tour [innova 819]
Klucevsek plays all the tracks, along with his
squeezebox tribe of spot-on musicians. If you
loved Bill Schimmel's The Tango Project years
back (who didn't?) you'll adore this. The funest of fun CDs – great for an accordion party!
(Schimmel's classic The Tango Project, Two
to Tango and The Tango Project III are all
available on Nonesuch 7559-79030-2, 755979052-2, 9-79102-1F respectively.) For more
Cyrill Demian mania: Charles Ives's chorus of
diatonic button accordions in his Orchestral
Suite #2 (best: Gerhard Samuel conducts
the Cincinnati Philharmonic on Centaur
800057X5). Wozzeck!

Music of Stefan Wolpe Vol. 6 David
Holzman, Piano [Bridge 9344]
For first-generation dodecaphonist Stefan
Wolpe, 12-tone was his natural language (he
studied with Webern in Vienna in 1933). The
fully chromatic sound at that time was the
cultural cutting edge. One irate cellist complained at the time that "even a toothache
would be a happy stroke of luck compared
to this music." A famous pianist, Edward
Steuermann, who had tackled Schoenberg,
Berg and Webern's music withassurance,
looked through the score of Wolpe's
Passacaglia and pronounced it unplayable.
(It isn't. Mr. Holzman plays it on this CD like
he owns it.) Wolpe worked the technique
well, with a subtlety and grace that many of

Zack Browning – Secret Pulse [innova 817]
He played trumpet with the Atlanta
Symphony. Here the music is not deep but
a medley of scherzos flawlessly played by
Ensemble Unity, Cadillac Moon Ensemble,
University of Central Florida Percussion
Ensemble and JACK Quartet. Also by
Browning are the un-angst-ridden Venus
Notorious innova 769 and first CD
Banjaxed CPS-8697.

Music of Harry Partch, Vol. 1 Bitter Music
[Bridge 9349AC (3CDs)]
"The long lost journal [1935-36] of Harry
Partch's homeless wandering during the
Depression (from cleaning sewers to having tea
with Irish poet W.B.Yeats) is an extraordinary

musical portrait of an American pioneer,
chronicling his occasionally hilarious and often
heartbreaking struggles against all odds to
forge a new music…[The journal] was slated
for publication, but the war intervened [i.e. paper shortages] and Partch destroyed the manuscript [ca. 1950] while saving the drawings.
Luckily, a friend had microfilmed the original
[now published by Illinois Press 1991]…The
light it casts exposes the author's vulnerability:
he talks to us in the first person, jokes with us,
tells us stories, gets drunk, boasts, complains,
confesses…the struggles (both inner and
outer), the small joys and triumphs, and, above
all, the desperate aloneness of the pioneer
artist, misunderstood and ridiculed."
Guitarist/composer John Schneider, who's
amassed a significant collection of copies of
Partch instruments, plays kithara, chromelodeon and adapted guitar. The CD features an
authentic performance of Partch's By the Rivers
of Babylon as well as a superb new recording
of the 1943 Letter From Hobo Pablo.
Another innovation is Schneider's use of
"Objective" and "Subjective" voices, similar
to Partch's practice in the revised version of
his US Highball. (Partch's monologue, the
"Subjective Voice", was recorded in mono on
a 1935-style ribbon microphone, very close
miked and intimate, whilst the "Objective
Voices" with piano were done in modern
stereo using condenser microphones). It
was at this time that Partch, in this journal,
documented American vernacular speech.
This was to flower in his music-dramas of
"corporeal music," which is narrative art
rooted in speech.
Why is this Amerian Mussorgsky so important? Because his music had a profound effect
on almost every American composer thereafter from Glass's hypnotic Prematurely AirConditioned Supermarket aria to Steve Reich's
pop-oriented female vocal lines. Almost every
minimalist/post minimalist vocal composer in
some way owes a debt to Partch-speech – not
to mention the later French Spectralists (music
as founded in natural vibrations, anyone?).
It's stunning to realize that the ideas of
Boulez's darling, Mr. Artaud, so influential
with the Darmstadt crowd, were actually realized by Partch's in his 1940s projects. Surely
the history of just-intonation and microtonal
music cannot be written without reference

to Partch's Genesis of a Music. Harry Partch's
interest in sonority for its own sake (he pored
over Helmholtz's On the Sensation of Tone)
flowered in his own works and in the philosophy/compositions of John Cage as well as
Varese and Varese-inspired Morton Feldman.
John Schneider's sensitive performance on
this CD is true to the composer. (I unconditionally recommend Just Guitars, John
Schneider guitars/composer/vocals, music by
Carter, Lou Harrison, Harry Partch, Terry Riley
and others [BRIDGE 9132]. Also on this Bitter
Music CD: members of the ensemble PARTCH
Garry Eister (Objective Voice and pan), Richard
Valitutto (piano), and Paul West (kithara).
The above quotations are taken from Bob
Gilmore's excellent CD notes. Mr. Gilmore
wrote the highly recommended Harry Partch:
A Biography (Yale University Press 1998).
The diary ends memorably in the pouring
rain as Partch stands by the roadside attempting to hitch a lift towards Los Angeles,
saying to the anonymous drivers who flash
past him, "Do you passer-by know what is in
my soul? Rain, rain, rain – my swift darlings
– and bitter music."
Poignant, sad, almost too self-revealing: Is
this the price you pay for forging a legacy?

Noah Creshevsky – Rounded With a Sleep
[Pogus 21063-2]
In La Sonnambula, by manipulating mainly
acoustic sounds, Mr. Creshevsky creates a
clean, classic, almost jazz-improv group –
but one of impossible rhythmic complexity.
Lisa Barnard Redux is a sly nod to Morton
Feldman's Three Voices. Likewise, What if
looks to Ligeti's harpsichord music, with a
pinch of Nancarrow piano-roll.
Creshevsky is a classicist. (Somehow the
operas of Lully come to mind.) He tends not
to layer sound upon sound but highlights
each sonic event. No line is ever muddied.
Interest lies in a continual, unrelenting series
of surprising juxtapositions. (Also worthwhile
are WHO by Noah Creshevsky Centaur CRC
2476, Hyperrealism Mutable 17516-2 and
Noah Creshevsky – If,Bwana – Favorite
Encores also on Pogus 21049-2.)
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MC Maguire's
swinging, joyously
danceable music
"combines live
recording,
sampling, synth,
exotic plug-ins
and digital
sampling up
to 400 tracks"

Turtle Island Quartet – The Music of Jimi
Hendrix and David Balakrishnan (David
Balakrishnan, Mads Tolling, violins; Jeremy
Kittel, viola; Mark Summer, cello)
[TEL 32094-02]
Sock-it-to-me arrangements of Hendrix
chestnuts Have You Ever Been, Voodoo Child,
Gypsy Eyes, etc. – as well as a memorable
cover of Dylan's All Along the Watchtower.
This CD is as good as its more famous Kronos
counterpart. Why then is Turtle Island not as
well known? Perhaps it's the near-impossible
to read groovy graphics. Please, guys, cut the
Ben and Jerry.

Philip Blackburn – Ghostly Psalms
[innova 246]
Cage-ian Blackburn knows how to create a
bell-happening (Dutch Harbor Serenade) but
it's the Ghostly Psalms that rave. Here church
tunes fly in/out, Stockhausen-Hymnen style.
He sets up an ostinato but it's interesting – he
does the work necessary to create a layered
sound. He favors not the diapason but the
double-reed. Distantly miked dream-Anglicans
chant like the best Kenneth Gaburo. Partch
specialist Blackburn loves the exotic: he'll
take a conch over a mere flute any day. Sure
there are Wagnerian lulls, times when theory
trumps sound, but then, say, he sets up a
drone so Robert Moran-sensual it would make
Pauline Oliveros blush. Like Ives, he's not
above mining the past. I'm hearing references
to Gavin Bryars, Hildegard of Bingen, Tallis,
and even Cornelius Cardew. I thought I heard
a snippet from She Was a Visitor at one point.
But when he does the occasional Robert
Ashley et al. he makes it his. That's technique.
Exhaustive notes; pretty graphics.
(Also by Blackburn: Habanera [innova 204],
for the ambient/experimental Cuban take; his
teacher's entirely interesting Kenneth Gaburo
Tape Play [Pogus 21020-2]; and, of course,
Blackburn's work on the Enclosure Series
(Harry Partch) [innova 399, 401, 402, 405,
406, 407)]
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(Kronos – Caravan [Nonesuch 2000] – precise,
musical playing – and producer Judy Sherman
does a terrific job.)

Wold+Kearney – Mordake
[MinMax Music CD 018]
Erling Wold's all-electronic processing opera
is nothing if not theatrical. It opens with a
Pagliacci patch. Yes, there's Phantom of the
Opera bathos but also a couple of shamelessly
post-minimal Il Trovatore-like arias. Mr. Wold
sets English like Sondheim, knows the voice
and knows how it works on stage. It has a
vocal-friendly immediacy I haven't heard since
Andre Previn's Streetcar Named Desire. Of
course there's the Janacek-inspired apotheosis
(Makropolis Case finale, anyone?) And,
toward the end, am I really hearing the last
pages of Suor Angelica?
Opera should always err on the side of
vulgarity. I'm happy to report that Douglas
Kearney's verismo libretto is in the best ripyour-still-beating-heart-out tradition.

Music of Chinary Ung Vol. 2 [Bridge 9368]
Composers: Unless your performers are
stripped to the waist, bathed in amber light
and chanting to Dionysius, please consider
not having them sing, speak or anything else
out of their untrained mouths. It's embarrassing. They sound like the amateurs they are.
And do not ever think that this backstage

vocalizing is cutting edge. Harry Partch did it
generations ago (and to greater effect) when
he trained his percussionists as members of
his own theatre ensemble. Now pity, pray,
poor Ms. Susan Ung, on this CD, with her
lone viola, chanting in her thin, dry voice,
with all the appeal of your mother in a French
bikini. (If you think she's bad, check out the
Da Capo Chamber Players. Vocally, they're
pathetic. Luminous Spirals: Chamber Music of
Chinary Ung [Vol. 1 Bridge 9321].
Ung's music sounds like a simplified Maxwell
Davies theatre piece. Every so often I'm
hearing pentatonic background music to a
grainy Kung Fu movie (there's a neat Madama
Butterfly riff – evidently Ung and Puccini
stole the same folk song). Chou Wen-chung
is certainly an influence, not to mention
Mauricio Kagel.

Ryan Scott Percussion – Maki Ishi Live
(Alex Paul conductor) [innova 809]
Ishi's used Japanese/Chinese instruments with
Western ones – but that's old hat. Here, in his
Concertante, he writes for metal percussion,
which he thinks of as Western, augmented by
wood percussion (somehow Eastern). In his
Percussion Concerto he uses a Japanese scale
(c,d,e flat, f, g, a, b flat – called oshiki-cho). In
his program notes, which read like a grant application, he speaks of "acoustic accumulation,
the dynamism of the marimba, and the rhythmic transformation in the writing of drums." I
have no idea what he's talking about.
The virtuosic and intense Mr. Scott is with
Continuum Contemporary Music. He's
done Scelsi and Wolpe; premiered Michael
Colgrass; and collaborated with Ades, Boulez,
Crumb, Kagel. Kernis, MC Maguire, Reich,
Schwantner, Reynolds and others.

The Eleanor Hovda Collection [innova 808]
(4 CDs,but for the price of 2 and we get
pdfs of all the scores)
That Hovda was influenced by Salvatore
Sciarrino is self evident. Paul Griffiths writes
that Sciarrino's music "developed through
the 1970s and into the 1980s" (Hovda would
have been in her 30s and 40s at this time)

and that Sciarrino's work is "a music of murmurs and stammers, of sounds at the edge
of silence, of quivering and faint pulsations…
marginal sonorities, breathy sounds…He had
no interest in presenting such materials as
effects within a gradational discourse…Sound
for him is a living substance…Instability, fragility, softness of contour as of dynamic: these
are some of the conditions for his music's
suggestive power." [Modern Music and After,
Paul Griffiths, Oxford University Press 2010].
Compare this with "I am interested in using
sound to magnify silence" or "The piece
will contain excavations of sonorous space."
(Hovda, CD notes) and one can see her as the
American counterpart to what was going on
in Europe at that time.
She studied with Gaburo, Powell and
Stockhausen – all of whom cultivated careful
sound delineation. According to New Music
Box (2010) "she spent dozens of hours…
deciding if the gong should be struck with
a knitting needle or a chopstick…[in order
to produce] the right sound at the right
moment in the piece." Of course she did this.
Messiaen was doing the same and certainly all
his students (which was practically the entire
Darmstadt group) followed his example.
Hovda was a "Sarah Lawrence girl", a dancer,
who claimed movement as part of her style.
I don't hear it. [Disclosure: I played a few
dance classes at Sarah Lawrence in the late
70s: mostly grade B dancers, though a few
very good.] She claims Rudolph Laban as an
influence but how labanotation is part of
her music is a mystery to me. She also cites
much more likely influences: Crumb, Feldman,
Oliveros, and Cage.
Of course she was interested in the "harmonic overtone series" as the CD notes claim. Of
course "she had an innate sense of listening
to these harmonics and gave them space and
time to emerge from her music." Obviously
Sciarrino's Sei capricci had a big effect on her,
though to say she was a proto-spectralist (as
the CD notes claim but I'm not hearing in the
music) is a bit of a stretch. Though she was of
the same generation as Grisey, Murail, Vivier,
Michael Levinas, and Horatiu Radulescu, their
pieces were not well known at the time.
More likely, any baby spectralism came from

listening to Stockhausen's highly-publicized
Stimmung (During this period, the apex of
government funding, he was coming up with
a new theory every year (though his music
somehow always sounded the same). The big
news of the Stimmung year was "Hurray! The
overtone series lives.")
(Of Stockhausen's work there's the Songcircle
Stimmung (1983) directed by Gregory Rose
[Hyperion CDA66115] and the Copenhagen
Version Stimmung sung by Theatre of Voices,
directed by Paul Hiller (2006) [Harmonia
Mundi CD HMU 807408]. These are both
good, although nothing beats the immediacy
of the Paris Version Stimmung Stockhausen
Complete Edition CD 12 A-Beats which
is simply a rerelease of the original vinyl
Deutsche Grammophon 2543 003, which I
still remember poring over semi-ecstatically
at the Juilliard library in the 70s but which
you'll never be able to get. Also, check out
Sciarrino's web site http://salvatoresciarrino.
eu/# in Italian (use google trans). It's a gas. Of
course both Stockhausen and Sciarrino are all
over youtube.)
Eleanor Hovda's work is carefully crafted with
some surprising and beautiful sounds. You
got a problem with that?

MC Maguire – Nothing Left to Destroy
[innova 813]
He claims 85 but looks 50, unless his
Facebook pic is vintage. One-time writer for
the 1980s pop/disco band Matinee Idols,
MC Maguire's swinging, joyously danceable
music "combines live recording, sampling,
synth, exotic plug ins and digital sampling
[layered] up to 400 tracks" (off his website
http://www.harostreetmusic.com). He claims
"he's made his career subconsciously stealing/
rewriting Mahler's 9th" (not to mention
Debussy's Afternoon of the Faun). He's got
the famed Phil Spector's "wall of sound",
but here the Wrecking Crew is entirely
computer-generated – extremely well crafted
mastering and editing with massive overlapping submixes – and his Gold Star Studio is
Toronto-based.
In this must-have CD Maguire's gorgeously
complex mashups and quodlibets were
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IN BRIEF continued...
created for Lee Su-Feh's choreography and, supposedly, match the dance's motions.
Nothing Left to Destroy's got two Wagnerian-proportioned raves, The Discofication
of the Mongols, for Violin and CPU and S'Wonderful (that the man I love watches
over me), for Flute and CPU. They're unique kaleidoscopic acid trips, completely
and unmistakably Maguire. There's Busby Berkeley! 1930s gangster films! Disco!
Mongolian herdsmen and Gershwin! but he reins them all in via baroque passacaglia
and medieval techniques. (He's similar to Andriessen in this.) Go! check out now
MC's Trash of Civilizations [innova 2009] and first CD Meta Conspiracy on Zorn's
label [Tzadik 2007].

Amahl Lives On
at Age 60

(By the way, MC Macguire is not to be confused with Cologne-based John McGuire,
whose 48 Variations for Two Pianos is a lovely, arresting early minimalist masterpiece
Largo Records B0000K5X.)

By Barry L. Cohen

John Luther Adams Four Thousand Holes
[cold blue music CB0035]
Four Thousand Holes is a continuous succession of pure major triads in irregular
rhythms (I wouldn't be surprised if this aspect was serialized or, perhaps, just left to
chance). Mr. Adams works an electronic "aura" of rich drones while Stephen Drury
(piano) and Scott Deal (vibraphone and orchestra bells) contribute pure timbre closely
miked. It's a lovely, haunting piece. The shorter …and bells remembered… (chimes,
vibes, bells, crotales – with the Calithumpian Consort) is far off ringing changes.

Boston Symphony Chamber Players – Plain Song, Fantastic Dances
[BSO Classics 1005]
For Aaron is pleasant Bernstein/Copland-inspired early Lukas Foss. Michael Gandolfi's
professionally written Plain Song, Fantastic Dances claims melismatic organum,
hocket and gregorian chant as its inspiration. Toward the end of the piece I do hear
these techniques but so tangentially I wonder why he even bothered citing them in
a program note. William Bolcom's Serenata Notturna is amiable neo-Mozart. Osvaldo
Golijov's Lullaby and Doina (from a film score) is short and sweet. The Boston Symphony
Chamber Players sound like they're having a good time not working too hard.

Triple Doubles – Three Double Concertos for Violin, Cello and Orchestra –
Jaime Laredo, violin; Sharon Robinson, cello; Vermont Symphony Orchestra;
Sarah Hicks and Troy Peters, conductors [Bridge 9354]
The first 8 words of Richard Danielpour's bio are: "Among the most honored composers of his generation…" So, let me raise a glass to you, Mr. Danielpour, "Here's
to a composer who's among the most honored of his generation. Let me also be one
who honors you." His concerto, A Child's Reliquary, is strictly for Danielpour fans.
It is what it is and I honor it with all my heart.
David Ludwig, younger by a few years than Danielpour, is less honored than the
master. His Concerto for Violin, Cello and Orchestra I would recommend also strictly
to Danielpour fans but with the reservation that it's Danielpour-lite. Sorry.
Sad to say Daron Hagen, who wrote Masquerade, also a double concerto, is the least
honored composer in the group. But he wrote the best piece.
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dotted notes

ANSWERS TO CHANGING PARTNERS........
ALTO, GHOST, STRIKE, BRAVA, ROXY, OPUS, BARTOK, MOSQUE, KWANZAS, GABFEST, JIMMY,
MAMBO, COPLAND, FRENCH, EXPORT, ORGAN, LYDIAN, BOWMAN, REALIZE, CYCLE, JOHN, SNEEZER,
BANJOS, ADVENT, QUELER, ACCIDENTAL = The Boston Symphony Orchestra

Reminiscences on the opera after attending
a performance at Middle Collegiate Church,
Manhattan, Dec. 11, 2011

I well recall one of the oft repeated advertising
slogans of yesteryear: “You don’t have to be
Jewish to love Levy’s (rye bread).” Interestingly,
it led me to think up a similarly framed slogan
after Gian Carlo Menotti’s opera appeared on the
scene in 1951: “You don’t have to be Christian
to love Amahl and the Night Visitors.” This little
20th century gem has become the most seen
opera in the history of the form, not just because
it was made for television and its huge mass
audience, but because it is a work with simple
beauties, arguably the best thing to come from
the pen of Menotti (Toscanini’s opinion), the
one modern opera composer who succeeded by
using material with a popular bent.
When the composer was commissioned to write
the work for NBC, he proceeded very much like
most of his operatic projects, that is, haltingly.
As some observers contend, he was distracted
by the constant obsession Americans have with
Santa Claus at Christmastime. The jolly fat man
with the white beard is unknown to the peoples
around the Mediterranean, and so held no dramatic meaning at all for the composer. Menotti
could not clear his mind of the ho-ho-ho of Kris
Kringle and his overwhelming presence until he
visited the Met Museum and happened upon
Hieronymus Bosch’s “Adoration of the Magi.”
Menotti knew from his own childhood the story
of the three kings (the Magi). Then, in what
a poet might call a miraculous flash of light,
the whole thing came to fruition in his mind.
We now know that the miracle which climaxes
the opera held a very personal significance for
the composer, who was somehow healed of
lameness at age 11. (The element of healing,
by the way, also occurs in Menotti’s The Saint
of Bleecker Street.) The rest is history. With
orchestrations completed by his partner Samuel
Barber, the score was ready just days before the

scheduled airdate. The telecast was witnessed
by five million viewers, and it became a holiday
staple for the next 16 years in and out of TV.
Menotti was writing for a mass, not an elitist,
audience. He knew many children would be
watching. So the message had to be simple.
When King Melchior sings of the child who will
bring joy and peace to the world, the crippled
Amahl is so moved he offers as a gift his sole
true possession, the crutch he himself made.
His reward is immediate and it is big. And if his
sudden cure is not believable to many viewers,
it is genuinely operatic. At the same time, as we
mull over the simple elements laid out here, we
realize how Santa Claus and shopping, shopping, shopping have become the very American
symbols of Christmas secularity and commercialism and seem nonsensical by comparison to
the Magi.
In the production held during the Middle
Collegiate Church’s Sunday service, led by
Eric Lamp, who also played the kings’ page,
Amahl’s mother was performed by a surprisingly light-voiced soprano, Tami Petty – the
role usually calls for a mezzo – and the three
kings by tenor Kurt Alakulppi (as Caspar), Mark
Rehnstrom (Melchior) and Charles S. Brown
(Balthazar). Their voices projected well, especially when in unison, and especially considering the poor acoustics of the chapel (about
three stories high). But it was Maxwell Herman,
as Amahl, who stole the show. He was listed as
treble, not soprano, but he managed the role
very well despite that. For me, the moment of
cure could have been much more dramatic,
even if his little dance and somersault were
nice touches. A chorus of eight sang the
welcome to the kings, and there was a pas de
deux danced by two members (unidentified)
of the Rod Rodgers Dance Company. It was
too bad the accompaniment was limited to the
church organ. I missed the dramatic orchestral
tremolo that occurs when Amahl hands off his
crutch and realizes he can walk. And I missed
the wonderful reedy solo that carries Amahl’s
poignant theme at start and end; the organ
stop used was inadequate. But these are small
complaints in what was otherwise an earnest,
if limited, production. II
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